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SUMMARY 
This report explains the development and appl1cations of the unsteady transon1c 
code ATRAN3S for clean wings. Explanations of the unsteady, transon1c small-
disturbance aerodynam1c equations that are used and their Solut1on procedures are 
discussed. A detailed user's guide, along with input and output for a sample case, 
1S given. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the last decade, there have been extensive developments 1n computational 
unsteady transonic aerodynamics (ref. 1). Such developments are essential Slnce the 
transon1c reg1me plays an 1mportant role in the design of modern aircraft. For 
example, fl1ght 1n the transonic reg1me provides the most effic1ent cruise perfor-
mance because of the high lift-to-drag ratios that prevail under transonic condi-
tions (ref. 2). However, it is at Just such Mach numbers that the "dip" in the 
flutter curve (ref. 3) occurs. Consequently, there has been a large effort to 
develop computat1onal tools with which to perform accurate flutter analyses at 
transon1C speeds. 
In the area of computational fluid dynamics (CFD), the unsteady, transonic 
aerodynamics are characterized by the feature of modeling the mot1on of shock waves 
over aerodynamic bodies, such as airfoils or wings. Th1S model1ng requires the 
solution of nonlinear partial differential equations. At the present time, the most 
advanced codes use the small-disturbance, transonic potent1al equation. These codes 
are being used for generic research in aeroelast1city. Currently, codes are be1ng 
developed that use the more exact full-potential equation. In comparison, for 
steady flows, practical appl1cations use full-potent1al codes, and there 1S exten-
Slve development of Euler codes. 
The successful development of two-dimensional codes like LTRAN2 (ref. 4), Wh1Ch 
employ an alternat1ng-direction-implicit (ADI), f1nite-d1fference scheme (ref. 1), 
and the ava1lab1l1ty of faster computers with more memory, make possible the 
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development and use of three-dimensional, unsteady transonic aerodynamic codes. An 
Initial step was taken by Traci et al. (ref. 5) who developed the three-dimensional 
steady and unsteady small-disturbance codes TDSTRN and TDUTRN, respectively. The 
unsteady code TDUTRN is based on the harmonic method in which an unsteady solution 
is linearized with respect to time, and shock waves are fIxed wIth respect to 
steady-state pos1tion. Thus, 1t 1S Ilm1ted to the cases w1th very small osc1lla-
tions. Eastep and Olsen (ref. 6) appl1ed these codes to the computatIon of the 
flutter boundaries of a rectangular wing by using an uncoupled aeroelastlc method. 
Next, for more accuracy, Borland and R1zzetta (ref. 7) developed a three-
dimensional, unsteady, small-disturbance transonic code, XTRAN3S, based on a tIme-
integration method. In that code, the fin1te-difference scheme for two-dimensional 
flows employed in LTRAN2 (ref. 1) was extended to three-dimensIonal flows over 
wings. The unsteady equatIons of mot1on are tIme-accurately Integrated by an ADI 
scheme that allows the shock waves to move. Also, thIS code can perform static and 
dynam1c aeroelastic computations by sImultaneously integrating the aerodynamIc and 
structural equatIons of motion. The XTRAN3S code is beIng used for both aerodynamIc 
and aeroelastic applications (refs. 8-10). 
The use of XTRAN3S was limited to rectangular wings and w1ngs w1th low sweep 
angle, large taper ratIo, and large aspect ratio, such as transport aircraft 
wIngs. Th1S lImitation was due to the nature of the coordinate transformation that 
was used. The XTRAN3S code was not applIcable to fighter-type wIngs, WhIch are 
characterized by low aspect ratio, high sweep angle, and low taper ratio. Also, the 
code was not portable and it lacked some 1mportant features, a Fourier analyzing 
capabIlity of the unsteady data. In order to overcome these lImitatIons, a parallel 
improved code, ATRAN3S was developed at Ames Research Center. Th1S code, Wh1Ch has 
a mod1fied coord1nate transformation along w1th many other new features, 1S applI-
cable to both transport and fighter wings. This report explains the baSIC algorIthm 
used 1n ATRAN3S, VerSIon 1, and gIves some tYPIcal examples. 
FORMULATION OF UNSTEADY TRANSONIC-FLOW EQUATIONS 
A diSCUSSIon of the der1vatlon of the three-dimensional, small-disturbance 
unsteady equations is gIven by Yoshlhara (ref. 11). In accordance with refer-
ence 11, the mod1fied small-disturbance equatIon for unsteady flow is written as 
2 2 A~tt + B~xt = (E~x + F~x + G~y)x + (~y + H~x~y)y + (~z)z (1) 
2 2 2 2 2 
where A = Moo; B =22Moo; E = (1 - Moo); F = -(1/2)(y + 1)Moo ; G = -(1/2)(y - 3)Moo ; 
and H = -(y - 1)M. The coeffiCIents F, G, and H are those proposed by Lomax 
00 
et al. (ref. 12) when derivIng the modIfIed small-disturbance equation for steady 
flows. 
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The flow-field boundary conditions used are 
Far downstream: $x + k$t = 0 (2a) 
Far upstream: $ = 0 (2b) 
Far above and below: $z = 0 (2c) 
Far spanw1se: $y = 0 (2d) 
Wing root: $y = 0 (2e) 
Trail1ng vortex wake: [$zl = 0 (2f) 
(2g) 
where the [ ] denotes the jump in the quant1ty across the vortex sheet. 
The w1ng surface-flow tangency condition, Wh1Ch is satisf1ed at the mean chord 
plane, 1S glven by 
$ = f + kft = 0 z x (3) 
where fx denotes a1rfo1l surface funct1on; and where k = wc/U
m 
and is the 
reduced frequency based on the full root chord (w 1S the frequency 1n radIans per 
second, c 1S a reference chord length, and Um 1S the free-stream velocIty). 
Transformat1on for Swept-Tapered W1ngs 
Equation (1), Wh1Ch is ideal for rectangular w1ngs, can pose problems for swept 
tapered wings because of the dependence of its solutIon on leading-edge mesh spac-
1ng. Ma1ntain1ng a sufficIently f1ne mesh spac1ng along the leading edge of a swept 
wing In a CartesIan coordinate system is ineff1c1ent because of the large number of 
pOInts requ1red. An alternat1ve approach was developed by Ballhaus and BaIley 
(ref. 13). A shearing transformation was used to map a trapezoIdal planform w1ng 1n 
the phys1cal plane into a rectangle in the computational plane, as shown 1n figure 1 
where 
~(x,y) = (x - xLE)/c n(y) = y ~(z) = z (4) 
and where c 1S the local chord. 
The leadIng and trailing edges lie on the coord1nate lines ~ = 0 and 1, 
respect1vely. Use of this shear1ng transformation permits a more efficient distri-
but10n of mesh points, and each span station (n = const) has the same number of 
chordwise mesh points on the wing surface. The problem of distributing grid p01nts 
properly at the leading and trailing edges of the wing has been dealt with 
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precIsely. ThIS shearIng transformatIon was used in XTRAN3S (ref. 1) throughout the 
flow fIeld. 
The conventional shearing transformation (4) is simple and adequate for wings 
wIth small sweep and large taper ratio. However, for wIngs WIth low apsect ratIo, 
high sweep angle, and small taper ratIO, such as fighter wIngs, thIS shearing trans-
formatIon is not adequate. Since the transformatIon (4) is a function of local 
chord, the upstream and downstream far-field boundarIes of the regIon In WhIch the 
flow IS computed depends on the planform. Thus, near those boundarIes for delta-
type wIngs (1) the coordInate lines are highly nonorthogonal, (2) the metrlcs have a 
large dIscontinuIty in dIrection near the wing-tip span station, and (3) the flow IS 
not normal to these boundarIes. Thus, large discontinuities occur in the metrIc 
~y along the tIP span statIon. The metrIc appears as a coefficIent for cross-
derivatives. Also, in XTRAN3S the cross-derIvatives have been differenced explIc-
Itly. These features of the shearIng transformation can make the flow computatIons 
unstable, as has been illustrated for the F-5 wing (ref. 14). 
In order to remove these disadvantages of the conventional shearIng transforma-
tIon, a modIfIed shearing transformation was developed (ref. 14). The maIn requIre-
ment that any transformation should satIsfy for the finIte-dIfference method used In 
XTRAN3S is that it should map any given wing to a rectangular wIng. ThIS IS satIS-
fIed In the modIfIed shearing transformatIon by uSIng the same conventIonal shearing 
transformatIon given by equation (4). However, for use away from the wIng, a new 
scheme was devIsed such that the grId lInes have the follOWIng propertIes: (1) far-
fIeld physIcal boundaries to the flow regIon are Independent of the planform and 
always form the boundarIes of a rectangular box, WIth the upstream and downstream 
surfaces normal to the free stream; (2) smaller gradients are obtaIned for the 
metrIc quantItIes, partIcularly near the boundaries, and smooth fIrst and second 
derivatIves are obtained for the metrIc quantitIes; and (3) grId lInes are clustered 
near the leadIng and traIling edges as before for the shearIng transformation. The 
details are gIven In reference 14. 
After applyIng the transformation, equatIon (1) can be wrItten as 
-(A~~1~t + B~~)t + [E~x~~ + F~;~~ + G(~y~~ + ~n)2 + ~~1~y(~y~~ + ~n) 
-1 -1 
+ H~y~~(~y~~ + ~n)]~ + [~x (~y~~ + ~n) + H~~(~y~~ + ~n)]n + [~x ~~]~ = 0 (5) 
The differencing procedure for equatIon (5) is an extensIon of the Murman-Cole 
type-dependent dIfference procedure applIed to an arbitrary coordInate system 
(ref. 1). Type-dependent differences are used only to approxImate derIvatIves in 
the streamwIse dIrectIon, and all other derivatives are approxImated by central 
differences. This method approximates the rotated differencing developed by Jameson 
(ref. 15). Thus ~he coeffIcient G is split into two components GS and GN 
where GS = 1 - Moo' such that equation (5) may be decomposed Into streamwise and 
normal contributIons to the spatial differencing. Equation (5) can now be written 
as 
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-1 [ 2 2 -(A~x ~t + B~t)t + E~x~t + F~x~t + (GS 
2 -1 
+ GN)(ty~t + ~n) + ~x ~y(~y~t + ~n) 
+ H~y~~(~y~~ + ~n)]~ + [~~1(ty~~ + ~n) + H~~(ty~~ + ~n)]n + [t~1~~]~ = 0 
where 
GN = (1/2)(y - 2)M: - 1 
Equation (6) is solved by a time-accurate ADI scheme. Details can be found 1n 
references 4 and 1. 
Viscous Correct1ons 
(6) 
Invisc1d codes can provide reasonably good physical descriptions of the flow 
for cases in which V1SCOUS effects are not sign1f1cant. V1SCOUS effects, when 
slgnificant, can cause (1) an altering of shock strength and 10cat1on because of 
shock and boundary-layer 1nteract10nj (2) camber mod1f1cat1ons because of d1ffer-
ences in the boundary-layer displacement on the upper and lower a1rfo1l surfacesj 
and (3) d1splacement and camber effects near the wake. These V1SCOUS effects 1n 
turn may influence aeroelastic characteristics. These effects can be accounted for 
by link1ng the 1nv1scid calculations w1th boundary-layer correct10ns. Two V1SCOUS 
models, the V1SCOUS ramp and the Green lag-entra1nment models were cons1dered. Both 
the ramp model and the lag-entrainment equat1ons, Wh1Ch were der1ved for steady-
state computations, are incorporated in a quasi-steady fashlon for unsteady computa-
t1ons. Thus, these viscous models may lose accuracy at h1gher frequenc1es. 
Viscous computing capabilities were incorporated 1n the Boe1ng verS10n of 
XTRAN3S by Rizzetta and Borland (ref. 16). By exercis1ng that code, we not1ced that 
the 11ft and moment results d1splayed high-frequency osc1llations. Th1S numerical 
1nstability was traced back to the incompat1b1lities 1n the procedure for comput1ng 
the shock locations which are requ1red to apply viscous corrections. Incompatib1li-
ties occurred because the three-dimens10nal shock profile was used to model the two-
d1mensional viscous corrections. In ATRAN3S, th1S 1nstab1l1ty was corrected by 
uS1ng a two-dimens10nal shock profile to model the two-dimens1onal V1SCOUS correc-
t10ns. That correction elim1nated the source of numerical instabil1ty 1n 1mplement-
ing the viscous wedge model 1n three-dimensional computations. With th1S modified 
V1SCOUS correction method, several computations were made for a rectangular and a 
transport-type w1ngj they are discussed in reference 11. 
Aeroelastic Computat10ns 
ATRAN3S can be used for both coupled (ref. 18) and uncoupled (ref. 8) aeroelas-
t1C computat10ns. The simultaneous integration procedure developed for a1rfoils 
(refs. 19 and 20) has been extended to w1ngs, and it is incorporated 1n the code. 
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INPUT 
The detailed input for the code 1S given in appendix A. Some 1mportant por-
tions of the 1nput are described 1n th1S sect1on. The type of input used in XTRAN3S 
1S not portable from computer to computer. In ATRAN3S, the input 1S 1n the form of 
NAMELIST, which is available on main frame computers such as the Cray, CYBER, and 
VAX. 
Grid 
After transformation, the flow equations are solved 1n a Cartes1an coord1nate 
system. In any finite-difference scheme the gr1d plays an important role in obta1n-
1ng the Solut1on. The correct number of grid points and the1r proper d1stribut1on 
are essent1al. For the default grid system in the code, the gr1d 1S des1gned to 
obta1n the best possible solution. The grid system has 64 p01nts 1n the streamw1se 
d1rect1on, 40 1n the vert1cal d1rect1on, and 20 in the spanw1se d1rect1on. The w1ng 
surface was def1ned by 39 p01nts in the streamwise direct10n and 13 p01nts 1n the 
spanw1se d1rect1on. Computat1onal boundaries are located as follows: the upstream 
boundary was at 15.4 chords; the downstream boundary was at 26.6 chords; the far-
span boundary was at 1.6 sem1span; and the far-field boundary was at 25.0 chords 
above the w1ng and at 25.0 chords below the w1ng. Gr1d p01nts were generated such 
that the f1rst and second derivatives of the gr1d 11nes were smooth. Plots of this 
grid 1n the ~-n plane and ~-~ plane are shown in figures 2 and 3, respec-
t1vely. In f1gure 3, the gr1d 1S smoothly stretched 1n an exponent1al manner in 
the ~-directlon away from the plane of the w1ng (~ = 0). ThlS smooth stretching 
removes a def1c1ency of the original XTRAN3S gr1d in the ~-direction. In f1gure 2 
1t can be seen that 1n the interest of accuracy the gr1d is clustered near the 
leading and tra1ling edges 1n the ~-direct1on. Also, grid boundar1es are located 
far away from the w1ng to avo1d boundary reflect1ons. And aga1n for accuracy, the 
gr1d spac1ng 1n the n-d1rection is fine near the tip. 
Convergence and Time-Step Size 
Steady aerodynamiC pressures are computed by integrat1ng equation (5) 1n t1me 
and setting steady boundary cond1tions on the w1ng. ATRAN3S does not compute the 
res1duals of the velocity potential to determ1ne the convergence to a steady-state 
solution. Convergence can be determined by exam1n1ng the pressure coeffic1ent. The 
1ntegration procedure may be stopped when the max1mum pressure coeff1c1ent on the 
W1ng does not change by more than about 0.1% over 100 t1me-steps. Th1S has glven 
results that compare fairly well with experiment. The number of time-steps and the 
time-step size required for convergence depend mainly on the planform and the Mach 
number. 
Unsteady aerodynam1c forces are computed by having the wing undergo a given 
motion and then integrat1ng the aerodynam1c equation of motion 1n t1me. The code 
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has the capability of accounting for sinusoidal motion of rigid wings and for modal 
motions of flexible wings. In the many cases studied, it was found that about three 
cycles of motion are sufficient to obtaIn a periodic aerodynamIc response. PerIo-
dICIty was tested by comparing the FourIer coefficIents of the responses between the 
second and third cycles. This feature of generating the Fourier coefficIents as 
part of the ATRAN3S output data is an improvement over the origInal verSIon of 
XTRAN3S. 
ILLUSTRATION 
Swept Tapered WIng 
The original version of XTRAN3S was not adequate for fighter-type wings which 
are characterized by low aspect ratIo, high sweep angle, and small taper ratio. For 
example, as shown in figure 4, the planform of the F-5 wIng has an aspect ratIo of 
3.0, a taper ratIo of 0.3, and a leading-edge sweep of 32°. PrelIminary attempts 
made by using the earlier verSIon of XTRAN3S (ref. 7) to obtaIn steady and unsteady 
results for thIS wIng were not successful. The code was unstable even at the very 
small time-step size of 0.001, WhICh is too small for routine use. At thIS tlme-
step SIze, unsteady computatIons would requIre about 30,000 tIme-steps per cycle at 
a reduced frequency of 0.2. ThIS failure was due to the conventIonal shearIng 
transformatIon used In the orIginal verSIon of XTRAN3S. In the Improved versIon, 
ATRAN3S, the problem was elimInated by using the modified shearIng transformatIon 
(ref. 14). 
FIgure 5 shows the phYSIcal grId obtained from the conventIonal shearIng trans-
formatIon which made the flow computatlons unstable. The phYSIcal grid obtained by 
the modifIed transformation (ref. 14) is shown In flgure 6, WhICh has made the flow 
computatIons more stable and accurate. Figure 7 shows the plots of steady-pressure 
results obtained at M = 0.9 for the 50% semispan statIon. In spite of using a 
tIme-step size of 0.001, results from the conventIonal shearing transformation 
dIverged before reaching 6,000 time-steps. Also, the results were hIghly inaccurate 
before diverging, as shown at 4,000 time-steps In figure 7. A converged solutlon 
was obtained by using 2,000 time-steps of size 0.01 wIth the modIfied shearIng 
transformation. It can be seen that the latter method compares well with experiment 
(ref. 21). Plots of steady pressure distributions obtained by the modified trans-
formatIon and experIment are glven for four span statIons in fIgure 8. ComparIsons 
are good at all span statIons. 
FIgure 9 shows the modal motion used In the NLR experlment (ref. 21) where the 
F-5 wing IS pItching about an axis normal to the root chord and located at 50% of 
root chord. Figure 10 shows the plots of real and imaginary values of upper-surface 
pressures at four span stations obtained by the modifIed shearIng transformatlon and 
the NLH experIment at M = 0.9 at a frequency of 40 Hz. The same modal motIon used 
In the experiment was simulated in the code. Results from the code were obtaIned 
by OSCIllating the wing In a SInusoidal modal motlon for three cycles, wIth 
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1,200 time-steps per cycle during which transients disappeared and a periodic 
response was obtaIned. Results from the code compare well with the experImental 
measurements (ref. 21). It is noted here that no attempt was made to use the con-
ventIonal shearing transformatIon because of the diverged results In the steady 
calculations. 
The input and output data for this case are given In appendix B. 
SALIENT PROGRAMMING FEATURES OF ATRAN3S 
The complete ATRAN3S program IS written in FORTRAN without any machlne-
dependent statements. The input and output processors In the original verSIon 
depend on the computer, whereas in the Ames verSIon they are Independent of com-
puters. The standard NAMELIST-type of input is used. The Input can be very eaSIly 
Interfaced WIth any data-generation packages at the user end. The Input can accept 
eIther coordInates or slopes of the WIng surface instead of the polynomial represen-
tatIon reqUIred by the original version. Many optIons are prOVIded in the output 
processor. The present output processor uses about 15% less computer tIme than that 
In XTRAN3S. Also it has some speCIal features such as a FourIer analysis package 
for unsteady results. FInally, the ATRAN3S can handle both flghter- and transport-
type WIngs. 
At present the code is being exercised on a Cray X-MP. The memory required for 
a 64 x 40 x 20 grId is about 500K words. The code is operatIng at a speed of 
8.92 ~sec per grId pOInt per operatIon on the Cray X-MP WIth a SIngle processor. 
The code IS eaSIly portable to other computers. 
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APPENDIX A 
DESCRIPTION OF ATRAN3S INPUT 
9 
FIRST CARD TItle wrItten In 'A' FORMAT (MaxImum 6a characters) 































































Restart condItIon data 
Flog to specIfy restart 
TRUE - restart 
FALSE - no restart 
Flogs to control output 
Flog for specIal debug output 
a - normal output 
1 - debug output 
Pressure data prInt frequency 
(In tIme steps) 
Force data prInt freqency 
DIsplacement data prInt frequency 
DIsplacement plot data frequency 
Pressure data prInt frequency 
(In cycles) 
Task type data 
Control to specl fy type of task 
(statIc or dynamIc) 
'TASK2'- for statIc cases 
'TASK3'- for dynamIc case 
Flog IndIcatIng aeroelastlc solutIon 







RatIo of specIfIc heats 
Reduced frequency 
Computat lonol Parameters 
Number of tIme steps completed 
(RESTART) 
MaXImum steady rlerat Ions 
MaXImum unsteady IteratIons 
TIme elapsed (RESTART) 









































Type of smal I disturbance equation 
'MODI' - modified 
'CLAS' - classical 
Type of coefficients In modified 
'AMES' - Ames coefficients 
'NLR - NLR coefficients 
Type of frequency approXimation 
'HIGH' - high frequency 
'LOW - low frequency 
X-Grid Lines (XI) 
64 Total number of grid lines 
13 No of upstream grid lines 
12 No of downst ream gr I d I I nes 
(after Trailing Edge) 
(Apndx A-1) NXIT Values of grid lines 
Y - Grid Lines (eta) 
20 Total number of grid lines 
13 Number of grid lines Inboard of tiP 
(inclusive) 
7 Number of grid lines outboard of 
tiP (exclusive) 






Z - Grid Lines (zeta) 
Total number of grid lines 
Grid lines above wing 
Grid lines below wing 
NZT values of grid lines 
Planform data 
Format of planform Input 
'RATIO' - planform IS described 
as ratios 

















Aspect ra t 10 
Taper ratio 
Mean angle of attock In degrees 
Number of sections at which alr-
fOI I sections are defined 
Flog to control type of airfoil 
section Input 
TRUE - sections are described 
by slopes 
FALSE - sections are described 
by coordinates 
11 NAIR 
0) YVAL REAL 0,0 
b) NINU INT 48 
c) NINl INT 48 
d) XINU REAL (Apndx A-2) 
e) XINl REAL (Apndx A-2) 
f) ZINU REAL (Apndx A-2) 
g) ZINl REAL (Apndx A-2) 
12 NDYN 
0) MOTYPE HOll 'MODA' 
b) SUBCASE HOll 
Definition of alrfol I section This 
NAMELIST data IS repeated NAIRSEC 
times (see NAMElIST NWPlN) 
Eta value of span station 
Number of pOints on upper surface 
Number of pOints on lower surface 
X-Coordinates for upper surface 
X-Coordinates for lower surface 
Z-Coordlnates or slopes for upper 
surface 
Z-Coordlnates or slopes for 
surface 
Boundary condition data 
Flog Indicating motion type 
'SINU' - sinusoidal 
'MODA' - modal 
lower 
Flog Indicating dynamiC subcase to 
be executed when MOTYPE = 'SINU' 
'P I TC' - Pit c h 
'PlUN' - plunge 
The fol lOWing data groups depend on value of MOTYPE 
Data for Indlclal motion (MOTYPE = 'INDI') 
Ic) AlPHIM REAL e Amplitude of Indlclal plunge 
effective angle (In degrees) 
Id) OSUBIM REAL e Amplitude of I ndl c I a I pitch 
(In degrees/second) 
Ie) XROTIM REAL e 5 X coordinate of aXIs rotation 
(f ract Ion of reference chord) 
Data for sinusoidal motion (MOTYPE = 4lSINU) 
When SUBCASE 4lPlUN 
Sc) OMEGSR REAL e 2 Frequency of plunging motion 
(In radians/sec) 
Sd) H1SM REAL e Ampll tude of plunging motion 
(fraction of reference chord) 
Se) PH ESP REAL e e Phose of plunging motion 
(In radians) 
When SUBCASE 4lPITC 
Sf) OMEGSP REAL 0 2 Frequency of pitching mot Ion 
(In radians/sec) 
Sg) AlPHSM REAL e Ampll tude of pitching motion 
(In degrees) 
Sh) XROTSM REAL e 5 X-coordinate of aXIs of pitching 
(fract Ion of reference chord) 
S I) PHESR REAL e e Phose for sinusoidal motion 
(In radians) 
Data for modal motion (MOTYPE 4lMODA) 
12 
Mc) NMODES INT Number of modes ,n case 
(maximum = 20) 
Md) MODENO INT 1 Index of current mode 
Me) FREOMD REAL o 1 Frequency of OSCI I latlon for 
sInusoIdal motIon of current mode 
(In radIans) 
Mf) AMPMD REAL 0 AmplItude of dIsplacement 
for current mode 
Mg) PHASEMD REAL 0 0 Phase of osclilat IOn for current 
mode 
Note The followIng NAMElIST data should be present only If the motIon type 
IS modal (MOTYPE = 4lMODA) ThIs data group IS repeated NXIW 











NumerIcal description of slopes and 
dIsplacements 
Mode sequence number 
Span station sequence number 
Mode displacements mapped, to XI grId 
on the wing 
Note The NAMElIST data entry features vector array fl I I lng, therefore It IS 
not necessary to Include zero values at the end of each vector array 
14 NBUND 
a) BCSYMM HOll 'Y 
b) DOWNST HOll 'UNST' 
c) FARFlD HOll 'FREE' 
d) lOWER HOll 'ZERO' 
e) UPPER HOll 'ZERO' 
13 
Boundary condItIon flogs 





Y=0 IS plane of symmetry 
Z=0 IS plane of symmetry 
Y=0 and Z=0 are both 
planes of symmetry 
'NONE' - Conflgurotlon has no 
symmetry 
Flag specifying downstream boundary 
conditIon 
'STEA' - Downstream boundary con-
ditIon IS steady 
'UNST' - Downstream boundary con-
dition IS unsteady 
Flag specifYing farfleld boundary 
cond,tion 
'FREE' - Farfleld B C IS freeJet 
'AIRF' - Farfleld B C IS airfoil 
'KlUN' - Farfleld B C IS klunker 
Flag specifYIng lower farfleld 
boundary condition 
'ZERO' - Velocity at lower 
boundary IS zero 
'CALC' - Velocity at lower 
boundary IS calculated 
Flag specifYing upper farfleld 
boundary condition 
'ZERO' - Velocity at upper 
boundary 





f) UPSTRM HOll 'FREE' 
g) WAKEBG HOll 'UNST' 
h) WAllS HOll 'NONE' 
I) WINGBC HOll 'UNST' 
Flag specifYing upstream boundary 
condition 
'FREE' - Boundary condition IS 
freest ream (only choice) 
Flag specifYing Jump condition to 




Steady Jump condition to 
be app I led 
Unsteady Jump condition 
to be app I led 
Flag specifying wind tunnel wal I 
boundary condition to be appl led 
'UPPE' - Wal Is are to be used 
for upper and lower 
boundaries 
'SIDE' - Wal Is are to be used 
for side boundaries 
'BOTH' Wal Is are to be used for 
uppe r, lowe rand s I de 
boundaries 
'NONE' - Wal Is are not used as 
boundaries 
Flag specifying lifting surface 
boundary condition 
'STEA' - Lifting surface B C IS 
steady 
'UNST' lifting surface B C IS 
unsteady 
15 NANGl Angles of attack 
a) AlPHREF REAL Rigid angle of attack 




















Mean aerodynamic chord 
Moment center reference 
Reference chord 
Reference span 
Moment reference variable 
Note The following four NAMELIST data should be present only If the 
solution IS aeroelastlc (AEROTSK = 'FLEXIBLE') NMODE IS repeated 
NMAES • NETAIB times (see NAMElISTS NAR01 and NMSET) 
NAR03 IS repeated NMAES times (see NAMElIST NAR01) 
17 NAR01 Aeroelastlc solution control data 
Requrled only If AEROTSK='FlEXIBlE' 
a) NMAES INT 5 Number of generalized coordinates 
for the aeroelastlc solution 
(maximum = 2(3) 
b) NEFAES INT 213 Number of pOints which have external 
forces defined In the oeroelastlc 
solution (maximum = 2(3) 
c) NSAES INT 513 Number of structural degrees of 
freedom (maximum = 5(3) 
d) NSUBZAE REAL a Structural load factor 





























Reference chord for aeroelastlc 
solution 
Aeroelastlc modal displacements 
Requrled only If AEROTSK='FLEXIBLE' 
Mode sequence number 
Span station sequence number 
Mode displacements mopped to XI grid 
on the wing 
Structural matrix data 
Requrled only If AEROTSK='FLEXIBLE' 
Generalized mass matrix 
Generalized damping matrix 
Genera II zed st I f fness mat r I X 















































Initial conditions generalised 
displacements 

















Wedge calculation Indicator 
TRUE - Yes 
FALSE - No 
V'scous restart Indicator 
TRUE - On 
FALSE - Of f 
Boundary layer calculation counter 
Boundary layer print counter 
Boundary layer calculation Interval 
Boundary I oyer pr I nt I nterva I 
Ramp shock offset length 
Ramp precursor length 
Ramp length 
APPENDIX A-1 DEFAULT GRID VALUES 
XI VALUES ETA VALUES ZETA VALUES 
XI J Y K z 
15 
1 -15 37513 33 13.461313 1 -a 2131313 1 -24 91413 
2 -8 1079 34 o 4900 2 o 0000 2 -13 6750 
3 -4 2473 35 a 521313 3 o 21300 3 -7 7280 
4 -2 2050 36 o 55130 4 o 4000 4 -4 513213 
5 -1 1318 37 o 5800 5 o 6000 5 -2 7060 
6 -0 5737 38 o 611313 6 o 80130 6 -1 6800 
7 -0 2881 39 o 641313 7 a 9999 7 -1 07813 
8 -0 1453 40 o 6700 8 1 1989 8 -a 71413 
9 -0 0758 41 o 7000 9 1 3931 9 -a 4880 
10 -0 0426 42 o 7300 113 1 5736 10 -0 3440 
11 -0 0259 43 o 7600 11 1 7289 11 -0 2480 
12 -0 0151 44 o 79013 12 1 8536 12 -0 18413 
13 -0 00513 45 o 8199 13 1 9535 13 -0 13813 
14 o 00513 46 o 8497 14 2 13419 14 -0 1050 
15 o 13151 47 o 8788 15 2 1357 15 -0 138013 
16 o 0254 48 o 9066 16 2 2605 16 -0 13610 
17 o 0365 49 o 9326 17 2 4632 17 -a 13450 
18 o 0494 50 o 9566 18 2 81385 18 -0 0320 
19 o 0649 51 o 9788 19 3 3363 19 -0 02130 
213 o 13839 52 1 0000 20 4 00013 20 -0 0100 
21 o 1065 53 1 0219 21 o 0100 
22 o 1324 54 1 13516 22 o 0200 
23 a 1607 55 1 1037 23 o 0320 
24 o 1901 56 1 2036 24 o 0450 
25 o 22130 57 1 3947 25 a 136113 
26 o 251313 58 1 7521 26 a 0800 
27 a 28130 59 2 41348 27 a 113513 
28 o 3100 60 3 5750 28 o 13813 
29 o 341313 61 5 6456 29 a 18413 
313 a 371313 62 9 2758 30 o 24813 
31 a 401313 63 15 613136 31 a 34413 
32 o 431313 64 26 5750 32 a 48813 
33 a 71413 
34 1 137813 
35 1 68130 
36 2 713613 
37 4 513213 
38 7 72813 
39 13 6750 
413 24 91413 
16 
APPENDIX B 
ATRAN3S INPUT/OUTPUT FOR F-5 WING UNDERGOING MODAL OSCILLATIONS 
11 
THE F-5 WING UNDERGOING MODAL OSCILLATIONS AT M=0 9 AND K = 0 55(40HZ) 
$NREST RESTRT= FALSE $ 
$NPRNT IPRFLG1=0,IPRFREP=1000,IPRFREF=1000, IPRFRED=I,IPLFRED=I,SKIPCYC=0 $ 
$NTASK TASK='TASK3' $ 
$NFLWP MACHNO = 0 90,GAMMA=1 4$ 
$NITER MAXITS=0,MAXITD=3500, JTER=0,T=0 0,DELTAT = 0,01 $ 
$NEQUA FRE0=4LHIGH $ 
$NMSXI 
NXIT=64,NXIF=13,NXIA=12, 
XI= -15 37500,-8 10791,-4 24734,-2 20500,-1 13177, 
-0 57371,-0 28812,-0 14526,-0 07579,-0 04260, 
-0 02589,-0 01506,-0 00500 
o 00500,0 01506,0 02539,0 03653,0 04938, 
o 06493,0 08391,0 10654,0 13245,0 16067, 
o 19012,0 22001,0 25000,0 28000,0 31000, 
o 34000,0 37000,0 40000,0 43000,0 46000, 
o 49000,0 52000,0 55000 0 58000,0 61000, 
o 64000,0 67000,0 70000,0 73000,0 76000, 
o 79000,0 81994,0 84966,0 87875,0 90659, 
o 93262,0 95660,0 97881, 
1 00000,1 02188,1 05155,1 10369,1 20357, 
1 39472,1 75209,2 40476,3 57502,5 64564, 
9 27579,15 60064,26 57500$ 
$NMSET NETAOB= 7,NETAIB=13, 
ETA= -0 0973,0 0000,0 0973,0 1947,0 2920,0 3894,0 4867, 
o 5835,0 6780,0 7659,0 8415,0 9022,0 9508, 
o 9938,1 0394,1 1002,1 1988,1 3669,1 6238,1 9468 $ 
$NMSH7 ZETA= -24 914, -13 675, -7 728, -4 502, -2 706, -1 680,-1 078,-0 714, 
-0 4~8,-0 344,-0 248,-0 184,-0 138,-0 105,-0 080,-0 061,-0 045,-0 032,.0 020, 
-0 010,0 010,0 020,0 032,0 045,0 061,0 080,0 105,0 138,0 184 0 248 ' 
o 344 0 488,0 714,1 078,1 680,2 706,4 502,7 728,13 675,24 914 $ 
$NWPLN FORMAT='RATIO' ,ARATIO = 2 9768,TRATI0=0 308,SWANGL=31 917,NAIRSEC=2, 
SlPINP= TRUE $ 
$NAIR YVAl=0 00,NINU=39,NINL=39, 
XINU=0 005,0 015,0 025,0 035,0 045,0 060,0 080,0 100,0 130, 
o 160,0 190,0 220,0 250,0 280,0 310,0 340,0 370,0 400, 
o 430,0 460,0 490,0 520,0 550,0 580,0 610,0 640,0 670, 
o 700,0 730,0 760,0 790,0 820,0 850,0 880,0 910,0 935, 
o 960,0 980,1 000, 
XINl=0 005,0 015,0 025,0 035,0 045,0 060,0 080,0 100,0 130, 
o 160,0 190 0 220 0 250,0 280 0 310,0 340,0 370,0 400 
o 430,0 460,0 490,0 520,0 550,0 580,0 610,0 640,0 670, 
o 700,0 730 0 760,0 7Q0,0 820 0 850,0 880,0 910,0 935, 
o 960,0 980,1 000, 
ZINU=0 31365,0 23291,0 20255 0 18295,0 16790, 
o 14974,0 13017,0 11384,0 09336,0 07637, 
o 06202,0 04978,0 03925,0 03012,0 02214, 
o 01508,0 00875,0 00300,-0 00233,-0 00733, 
-0 01212,-0 01676,-0 02130,-0 02580,-0 03026, 
-0 03469,-0 03905,-0 04333,-0 04745 -0 05134, 
-0 05492,-0 05806,-0 06065,-0 06252,-0 06352, 
-0 06356,-0 06274,-0 06139,-0 05935, 
ZINl=-0 27687,-0 11999,-0 07540,-0 05394,-0 04169 
-0 03137,-0 02474,-0 02184,-0 02041,-0 02020 
-0 02009,-0 01960,-0 01852,-0 01677,-0 0143R, 
-0 01137,-0 00780,-0 00377,0 00065,0 00537 
o 01030,0 01537,0 02049,0 02558,0 03056, 
18 
o 03538,0 03997,0 04427,0 04823,0.05181, 
o 05496,0 05765,0 05986,0 06157,0 06275 
o 06334,0 06356,0 06348,0 06316$ 
$NAIR YVAL=0 9734,NINU=39,NINL=39, 
XINU=0 005,0 015,0 025,0 035,0 045,0 060,0 080,0 100,0 130, 
o 160,0 190,0 220,0 250,0 280,0 310,0 340,0 370,0 400, 
o 430,0 460,0 490,0 520,0 550,0 580,0 610,0 640,0 670, 
o 700,0 730,0 760,0 790,0 820,0 850,0 880,0 910,0 935, 
o 960,0 980,1 000, 
XINL=0 005,0 015,0 025,0 035,0 045,0 060,0 080,0 100,0 130, 
o 160,0 190,0 220,0 250,0 280,0 310,0 340,0 370,0 400, 
o 430,0 460,0 490,0 520,0 550,0 580,0 610,0 640,0 670, 
o 700,0 730,0 760,0 790.0 820,0 850,0 880,0 910,0 935, 
o 960,0 980,1 000, 
ZINU=0 31365,0 23291,0 20255,0 18295,0 16790, 
o 14974,0 13017,0 11384 0 09336,0 07637, 
o 06202,0 04978,0 03925,0 03012,0 02214, 
o 01508,0 00875,0 00300,-0 00233,-0 00733, 
-0 01212.-0 01676,-0 02130,-0 02580,-0 03026, 
-0 03469,-0 03905,-0 04333,-0 04745,-0 05134, 
-0 05492,-0 05806.-0 06065,-0 06252,-0 06352, 
-0 06356,-0 06274,-0 06139,-0 05935, 
ZINL=-0 27687,-0 11999,-0 07540,-0 05394,-0 04169, 
-0 03137,-0 02474,-0 02184,-0 02041,-0 02020, 
-0 02009,-0 01960,-0 01852,-0 01677,-0 01438, 
-0 01137,-0 00780,-0 00377,0 00065,0 00537, 
o 01030,0 01537,0 02049,0 02558,0 03056, 
o 03538,0 03997,0 04427,0 04823,0 05181, 
o 05496,0 05765,0 05986,0 06157,0 06275, 
o 06334,0 06356,0 06348,0 06316$ 
$NDYN MOTYPE=4LMODA,FREOMD=0 550,AMPMD=1 0,PHASEMD=0 0 $ 
$NMODE DDISP '" 
-0 00652, -0 00650, -0 00650, -0 00649, -0 00646, 
-0 00641. -0 00632, -0 00618, -0 00599, -0 00575, 
-0 00546, -0 00515, -0 00346, -0 00308, -0 00271. 
-0 00233, -0 00196. -0 00158, -0 00121, -0 00083, 
-0 00046, -0 00010. 0 00026, 0 00060, 0 00095, 
o 00128, 0 00161, 0 00193, 0 00225, 0 00257, 
o 00291, 0 00327, 0 00404, 0 00440, 0 00475, 
o 00508, 0 00538, 0 00565, 0 00592, 
DSLOP '" 
o 01184, 0 01184, 0 01184, 0 01184, 0 01184, 
001184, 001184, 001184, 001184, 001184, 
001184, 001184, 001184, 001184, 001184, 
001184, 001184, 001184, 001184, 001 1 84, 
001184, 001184, 001184, 001184, 001184, 
o 01184, 0 01184, 0 01184, 0 01184, 0 01184, 
001184, 001184, 001184, 001184, 001184, 
o 01184, 0 01184, 0 01184, 0 01184, 
$ 
$NMODE DDISP '" 
-0 00652, -0 00650, -0 00650, -0 00649, -0 00646, 
-0 00641, -0 00632, -0 00618, -0 00599, -0 00575, 
-000546, -0 00515, -0 00346, -0 00308, -0 00271, 
-000233, -0 00196, -0 00158, -0 00121, -0 00083, 
-0 00046, -0 0001a, 0 00026, 0 00060, 0 00095, 
o 00128, 0 00161, 0 00193, 0 00225, 0 00257, 
o 00291, 0 00327, 0 00404, 000440, 0 00475, 
o 00508, 0 00538, 0 00565, 0 00592, 
DSLOP '" 
o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, 
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13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184. 
13 131184. 13 131184. 13 131184. 13 131184, 13 131184, 
13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 
13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 
13 131184, a 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 
a 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 
a 131184, a 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 
$ 
$NMODE DDISP '" 
-a 1313576, -a 00575, -a 1313574, -13 1313573, -13 1313571, 
-a 1313566, -a 1313558, -a 1313545. -a 1313528 -a 13135136 
-a 13134813, -a 1313451, -a 1313291, -a 1313257, -a 1313222. 
-a 1313187, -a 1313152. -a 130117. -a 13131382, -a 13131347, 
-a 13131312, 13 13131321, 13 13131355, 13 13131387, 13 1313119, 
a 13131513, 13 1313180, o 13132139, 13 1313239, 13 1313268. 
a 131331313, 13 1313332, 13 13134136, 13 13134413, 13 1313472, 
13 1305133, o 013531, 13 00556, 000581, 
DSLOP '" 
13 131184, a 131184, a 131184, a 131184, a 01184, 
13 131184, a 131184, a 131184, 13 131184, 13 01184, 
13 131184, a 131184, a 131184, a 131184. a 131184. 
a 131184, a 131184, a 131184, a 131184, a 131184. 
a 131184, a 01184, 13 131184, 13 131184, a 131184, 
a 131184, a 131184, 13 131184, a 131184, a 131184. 
a 131184, 13 131184, a 131184, 13 131184, a 131184. 
a 131184, 13 131184, 
$ 
a 131184, a 131184, 
$NMODE DDISP '" 
-13 1313501, -0 1313499, -a 00498, -a 1313497, -13 1313495. 
-0 1313491. -13 1313484, -13 1313473, -13 1313458, -13 1313438, 
-13 130414. -13 1313388, -13 130237, -13 002135. -0 1313173. 
-13 13131413. -13 13131138, -13 13131376, -13 13131343, -13 00011. 
13 13131321, 13 13131353, 13 13131384, 13 00114, 13 1313143, 
13 1313172, 13 130199, a 1313226, o 00253, 0 013280. 
13 13133138. 13 130337, 13 13134139, 13 1304413, a 13134713. 
13 1313498, o 00524, a 1313548, a 1313570, 
DSLOP = 
13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184. 
13 131184 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 
13 131184, 13 131184 13 131184, 13 131184. 13 131184. 
13 131184, o 01184. 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 
13 131184, o 131184, a 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184. 
13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184. 
13 131184, 13 131184, o 131184, o 01184, o 131184, 
o 01184, 13 131184, a 131184, 13 131184, $ 
$NMODE DDISP = 
-13 1313426, -13 130424, -13 1313422, -13 130421, -13 13134213. 
-13 130416, -0 013410, -0 01341313, -a 1313387, -0 00369. 
-13 1313348, -0 00324, -0 00183, -0 00153, -0 00124, 
-0 0131394, -0 00064, -0 013035, -0 1313005, a 1313025, 
13 130055, o 130084, a 1313113, 13 00141, 13 1313167. 
a 00193, a 1313218, 13 1313243, 13 1313266, a 1313291, 
13 013316, a 1313343, 13 1313411, a 1304413, a 00467, 
13 130493, a 130517, 13 1313539, a 1305613, 
DSLOP '" 
o 131184, a 131184, 13 131184, a 131184, a 01184. 
13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, a 131184. 
13 01184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184 
13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 13 131184, 









$NMODE DDISP = 
0.01184, o 01184, o 01184. 
o 01184. o 01184. o 01184. 
o 01184. o 01184. 
-0 00350. -0 00348. -0 00347. -0 00346. -0 00344. 
-0 00341. -0 00336. -0 00328. -0 00316. -000301. 
-0 00282. -0 00261. -0 00129, -0 00102. -000075. 
-0 00048, -0 00021. 000007, 0 00034, 000061. 
o 00088, 0 00115. 0 00142. 0 00167. 0 00192. 
o 00215. 0 00238. 0 00259, 0 00280, 0 00302. 
o 00324. 0 00348, 0 00413, 0 00439, 0 00464. 
o 00488. 0 00510. 0 00530, 0 00549. 
DSLOP = 
o 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 
o 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 
o 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184, 0 01184. 0 01184. 
o 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184, 0 01184. 0 01184. 
o 01184. 0.01184, 0.01184. 0.01184, 0.01184. 
o 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 
o 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 
o 01184. 0 01184, 0 01184. 0 01184. 
$ 
$NMODE DDISP = 
-0 00275. -0 00272. -000271. -0 00270, -0 00269. 
-0 00266. -0 00262. -0 00255, -0 00245, -0 00232. 
-0 00216. -0 00198, -0 00075. -0 00050. -0 00026. 
-0 00001. 0 00023. 0 00048. 0 00072. 0 00097. 
o 00121. 0 00146. 0 00171. 0 00194. 0 00216. 
o 00237. 0 00257. 0 00276. 0 00294. 0 00313. 
o 00333. 0 00354. 0 00415. 0 00439. 0 00462. 
o 00483. 000503. 0 00521. 0 00538. 
DSLOP = 
o 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 
o 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 
o 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 
o 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 
o 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 
o 01184, 0 01184. 0.01184, 0 01184. 0 01184, 
o 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 
o 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 
$ 
$NMODE DDISP = 
-0 00200. -0 00197. -0 00196. -0 00194. -0 00193. 
-0 00192. -0 00188. -0 00183. -0 00175. -0 00164. 
-0 00151, -0 00135. -0 00021. 0 00001. 0 00023. 
000045. 0 00067. 0 00089. 0 00111. 000133. 
o 00155. 0 00178. 0 00200. 0 00220. 0 00240. 
o 00259. 0 00276. 0 00292. 0 00308. 0 00324. 
o 00341. 0 00359. 0 00418. 0 00439. 0 00459. 
o 00478. 0 00496. 0 00512. 0 00528. 
DSLOP = 
o 01184. 0 01184, 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 
o 01184, 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 
o 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 
o 01184, 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 
o 01184, 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184, 0 01184. 
o 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 
o 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184 
o 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 0 01184. 
$ 
21 
$NMOOE oorsp :: 
-0 00127, -0 00124, -0 00122, -0 00121, -0 00120, 
-0 00119, -0 00116, -0 00112, -0 00106, -0 00098, 
-0 00086, -0 00073, o 00032, o 00051, 0 00070, 
o 00090, o 00109, o 00129, o 00148, 0 00168, 
o 00187, o 00208, o 00228, o 00246, 0 00264, 
o 00280, o 00295, o 00308, o 00321, 0 00335, 
o 00349, o 00364, o 00420, o 00439, 0 00457, 
o 00474, o 00489, o 00503, o 00517, 
OSLOP :: 
o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, 
o 01184, o 01184, 0 01184, o 01184, 0 01184, 
o 01184, o 01184, 0 01184, o 01184, 0 01184, 
o 01184, o 01184, 0 01184, o 01184, 0 01184, 
o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, 0 01184, 
o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, 0 01184, 
o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, 0 01184, 
o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, 
$ 
$NMOOE oorsp :: 
-0 00059, -0 00056, -0 00054, -0 00053, -0 00052, 
-0 000S1, -0 OOOSO, -0 00047, -0 00042, -0 00036, 
-0 00027, -0 00016, 0 00080, o 00098, o 00115, 
0 00132, o 00149, 0 00166, o 00183, o 00200, 
0 00217, o 00236, 0 00254, o 00270, o 00286, 
0 00299, o 00312, 0 00323, o 00334, o 00345, 
0 00356, o 00369, 0 00422, o 00438, o 00454, 
o 00469, o 00483, 0 00495, o 00507, 
OSLOP :: 
o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, 
0 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, 
0 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, 
0 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, 
0 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, 
0 01184, o 01184, o 01184 o 01184, o 01184, 
0 01184, o 01184 o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, 
0 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, 
$ 
$NMODE DDISP :: 
o 00000, o 00003, o OOOOS, o 00006, o 00007, 
0 00007, o 00008, 0 00010, o 00012, 0 00017, 
0 0002S, o 00033, 0 00123, o 00138, 0 001S3, 
0 00168, o 00183, 0 00198, o 00213, 0 00228, 
0 00243, o 00260, o 00277, o 00291, 0 00305, 
0 00316, o 00327, o 00336, o 00345, 0 00353, 
0 00363, o 00373, o 00424, o 00438, 0 00452, 
o 00465, o 00477, o 00489, o 00499, 
OSLOP :: 
o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, 
0 01184, o 01184, 0 01184, o 01184, 0 01184, 
0 01184, o 01184, 0 01184, o 01184, 0 01184, 
0 01184, o 01184, 0 01184, o 01184, 0 01184, 
0 01184, o 01184, 0 01184, o 01184, 0 01184, 
0 01184, o 01184, 0 01184, o 01184, 0 01184, 
o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, 0 01184, 
o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, o 01184, 
$ 
$NMOOE DDISP :: 
o 00046, o 00050, o 00052, o 00054, o 00054, 
o 00054, o 00054, o 00055, o 00057, o 00060, 



























o 01184, 0 01184, 0 01184, 0 01184, 0 01184, 
001184, 001184, 001184, 0.01184, 001184, 
o 01184, 0 01184. 0 01184, 0 01184, 0 01184. 
o 01184, 0 01184, 0 01184, 0 01184, 0 01184, 
0131184, 13 01184, 001184, 0131184, 0131184. 
13 131184. 13 01184, 0 01184, 13 01184, 0 01184, 
o 01184, 13 01184, 13 01184, 13 01184, 13 01184, 
13 131184, 0 131184, 13 01184, 13 131184, 
$ 
$NMODE DDISP = 
o 001384, 13 00088, 0 13013913, 0 130091, 0 130092, 
13 00091. 13 130091, 0 00091, 13 130092, 13 00094. 
o 00099, 13 1313105, 0 00183, 0 00196, 0 130208, 
o 002213. 0 00232, 0 00244, 13 00256, 13 00268, 
o 130281, 13 00296, 0 013309, 0130321, 13 00332, 
13 130341, 13 1313349. 13 00355, 13 130360, 13 130366, 
o 00372, 0 130380, 0 00426, 0 00438, 0 00449. 
13 004613, 0 00470, 0 1313479, 13 00487, 
DSLOP = 
o 01184, 0 01184, 0 01184, 0 01184, 0 01184, 
001184, 0131184, 13 01184, 001184, 13 01184, 
o 131184, 13 01184, 0 01184, 0 01184, 0 131184, 
o 01184, 13 01184, 0 131184, 13 01184, 0 01184, 
o 01184, 0 01184, 0 01184, 13 131184, 13 01184, 
o 01184, 0 01184, 0 131184, 0 01184, 0 131184, 
13 01184, 0 01184, 0 131184, 13 01184, 0 131184, 
o 131184, 0 01184, 0 01184, 0 131184, 
$ 
$NBUND DOWNST=4LSTEA,WINGBC=4LUNST,WAKEBC=4LUNST $ 
$NANGL $ 
$NREFV SREF=2 9768. XMOMC=0 5,CREF=1 0,BREF=1 9468.XZER0=0 5,CBAR=1 0 $ 
$NVIS VISC= FALSE ,WEDGE= FALSE ,GREEN= FALSE ,REYINF=10 0E7.IBLPRT=450 $ 
IEOF 
23 
•••••••••• SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM ATRAN3S •••••••••• 
APPLIED COMPUTATIONAL AERODYNAMICS BRANCH 
NASA - AMES RESEARCH CENTER 
MOFFETT FIELD. CA 94035 
PROGRAM ATRAN3S 
(THE AMES VERSION OF THE AIRFORCE-BOEING XTRAN3S) 
A UNSTEADY TRANSONIC AERODYNAMICS CODE FOR AEROELASTIC ANALYSIS OF WINGS 
WRITTEN BY 
DR GURU P GURUSWAMY 
(415) 694 6329 
AND 
DR PETER M GOORJIAN 
(415) 694 5547 
CASE 370 M=0 9 K=0 275 (40HZ) 
FLAGS TO CONTROL OUTPUT 
DETAILED PRINT FLAG 0 
PRESSURE PRINT FREQUENCY = 1000 
FORCE COEFFICIENT PRINT FREQUENCY = 1eee 
DISPLACEMENT PRINT FREQUENCY = 1 
DISPLACEMENT PLOT DATA FREQUENCY = 1 
NUMBER OF CYCLES OF INPUT SUPRESSION 0 
TASK = DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
FLOW PARAMETERS 
FREE STREAM MACH NUMBER = 
FREE STREAM VELOCITY = 
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS = 








MAXIMUM STEADY ITERATIONS = 0 
MAXIMUM UNSTEADY ITERATIONS = 3500 
TIME ELAPSED = 0 000000 
TIME STEP SIZE = 0 010000 
0EQUATION PARAMETERS 
EQUATION TYPE = MODIFIED SMALL DISTURBANCE 
FREQUENCY = HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATION 
MODIFY = AMES COEFFICIENTS 
1GRID SPECIFICATIONS 
XI GRID 
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS = 
NUMBER OF POINTS FORWARD OF L E = 






NUMBER OF POINTS AFTER T E = 
INDEX OF FIRST POINT ON WING = 
LENGTH OF MESH IN FRONT OF L E = 
TOTAL LENGTH OF MESH = 
15 37500 
41 95000 
MESH SPACING AT L E = 
MESH SPACING AT T E = 
MAXIMUM MESH SPACING = 
ETA GRID 
TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS = 




NUMBER OF POINTS INBOARD OF WING TIP = 
NUMBER OF POINTS OUTBOARD OF WING TIP = 
TOTAL NUMBER OF MESHPOINTS ON WING = 
TOTAL LENGTH OF MESH = 
LENGTH OF MESH INBOARD OF WING TIP = 
LENGTH OF MESH OUTBOARD OF WING TIP = 
MESH SPACING AT WING ROOT = 
MESH SPACING AT TIP = 
MAXIMUM MESH SPACING (AT FAR SPAN BOUNDARY) 
ZETA GRID 












INDEX OF ZETA GRID POINT IMMEDIATELY ABOVE WING = 
INDEX OF ZETA GRID POINT IMMEDIATELY BELOW WING = 





NUMBER OF ZETA GRID POINTS ABOVE WING = 
TOTAL LENGTH OF MESH = 
LENGTH OF MESH ABOVE WING = 
LENGTH OF MESH BELOW WING = 
SPACING AT UPPER BOUNDARY = 
SPACING AT LOWER BOUNDARY = 









INDEX XI INDEX ETA INDEX ZETA 
1 -15 37500 
2 -8 10791 
3 -4 24734 
1 -0 09730 
2 0 00000 
3 0 09730 
25 
1 -24 91400 
2 -13 67500 
3 -7.72800 
4 -2 20500 4 0.19470 4 -4 50200 
5 -1 13177 5 o 29200 5 -2 70600 
6 -0 57371 6 o 38940 6 -1 68000 
7 -0 28812 7 o 48670 7 -1 07800 
8 -0 14526 8 o 58350 8 -0 71400 
9 -0 07579 9 o 67800 9 -0 48800 
113 -13 134260 113 13 76590 10 -0 34400 
11 -13 132589 11 o 84150 11 -0 24800 
12 -0 1315136 12 o 913220 12 -13 1841313 
13 -0 005130 13 o 95080 13 -0 1381313 
14 13 01351313 14 o 993813 14 -13 1051313 
15 13 01506 15 1 1339413 15 -13 080013 
16 13 02539 16 1 100213 16 -0 0611313 
17 o 03653 17 1 198813 17 -0 1345013 
18 o 04938 18 1.366913 18 -13 032130 
19 13 06493 19 1 623813 19 -13 13213130 
213 13 08391 213 1 94680 20 -13 131000 
21 o 10654 21 o 010013 
22 o 13245 22 13 132000 
23 o 161367 23 13 13321313 
24 o 19012 24 13 1345013 
25 o 22001 25 o 136100 
26 o 25000 26 o 08000 
27 o 28000 27 o 10500 
28 13 310013 28 13 13800 
29 o 340013 29 o 18400 
313 13 37131313 30 o 2481313 
31 o 400013 31 o 344013 
32 o 43000 32 13 48800 
33 o 4613130 33 o 714130 
34 o 49000 34 1 07800 
35 o 52000 35 1 68000 
36 o 550013 36 2 713600 
37 o 5801313 37 4 5132130 
38 o 61000 38 7 72800 
39 o 64000 39 13 675ep 
40 o 67000 413 24.9140rl 
41 o 70000 
42 o 730130 
43 o 76131313 
44 o 790013 
45 o 81994 
46 o 84966 
47 o 87875 
48 o 90659 
49 o 93262 
50 o 956613 
51 o 97881 
52 1 00000 
53 1 02188 
54 1 05155 
55 1 113369 
56 1 213357 
57 1 39472 
58 1 752139 
59 2 413476 
613 3 57502 
61 5 64564 
62 9 27579 




FORMAT = RATIO 
ASPECT RATIO = 2 98 
TAPER RATIO = 0 31 
SWEEP ANGLE (DEGREES) 31 92 
NUMBER OF AIRFOIL SECTIONS = 2 
INPUT IS IN THE FORM OF SLOPES 
1 INPUT AIRFOIL GEOMETRY FOR SECTION NO = 
UPPER SURFACE LOWER 
INDEX X Z INDEX 
1 0 00500 0 31365 1 
2 0 01500 0 23291 2 
3 0 02500 0 20255 3 
4 0 03500 0 18295 4 
5 0 045013 0 16790 5 
6 o 06000 0 14974 6 
7 o 08000 0 13017 7 
8 13 100130 13 11384 8 
9 o 13131313 13 139336 9 
10 o 16000 o 07637 10 
11 o 19000 o 062132 11 
12 o 221300 13 04978 12 
13 o 25000 o 03925 13 
14 o 28000 o 03012 14 
15 o 310130 o 02214 15 
16 o 34131313 13 015138 16 
17 o 370130 o 130875 17 
18 o 40000 o 00300 18 
19 o 43000 -0 00233 19 
20 o 46000 -0 00733 20 
21 o 49000 -0 01212 21 
22 o 52000 -0 01676 22 
23 o 55000 -0 02130 23 
24 o 58000 -0 02580 24 
25 o 61000 -0 03026 25 
26 o 64000 -0 03469 26 
27 o 67000 -0 03905 27 
28 o 701300 -0 04333 28 
29 o 73000 -0 04745 29 
30 o 760130 -0 05134 30 
31 o 790130 -0 05492 31 
32 o 82000 -0 05806 32 
33 o 85000 -0 06065 33 
34 o 88000 -0 06252 34 
35 o 91000 -0 06352 35 
36 o 93500 -0 06356 36 
37 o 96000 -0 06274 37 
38 o 98000 -0 136139 38 
27 
1 AT ETA = o 00000 
SURFACE 
X Z 
o 005013 -0 27687 
o 01500 -0 11999 
o 02500 -0 07540 
o 03500 -0 05394 
o 04500 -0 04169 
o 06000 -0 03137 
o 0801313 -0 02474 
13 11313013 -13 02184 
13 13131313 -0 132041 
o 161300 -0 132020 
13 19000 -0 020139 
o 221300 -0 01960 
o 25000 -0 01852 
13 2813130 -0 01677 
o 31000 -0 01438 
o 340130 -0 01137 
o 3713130 -0 1313780 
o 40000 -0 00377 
o 4301313 o 1313065 
o 46000 o 00537 
o 49000 o 01030 
o 52000 o 01537 
o 55000 o 02049 
o 581300 o 02558 
o 61000 o 03056 
o 64000 o 03538 
o 67000 o 03997 
o 70000 o 04427 
o 73000 o 04823 
o 760130 o 05181 
o 79000 o 05496 
o 82000 o 05765 
o 85000 o 05986 
o 88000 o 136157 
o 91000 o 06275 
o 93500 o 06334 
o 96000 o 06356 
o 98000 o 06348 
39 1 00000 -0 05935 39 1 00000 o 06316 
lINPUT AIRFOIL GEOMETRY FOR SECTION NO 2 AT ETA = o 97340 
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE 
INDEX X Z INDEX X Z 
1 o 00500 o 31365 1 o 00500 -0 27687 
2 o 01500 o 23291 2 o 01500 -0 11999 
3 o 02500 o 20255 3 o 02500 -0 07540 
4 o 03500 o 18295 4 o 03500 -0 05394 
5 o 04500 o 16790 5 o 04500 -0 04169 
6 o 06000 o 14974 6 o 06000 -0 03137 
7 o 08000 o 13017 7 o 08000 -0 02474 
8 o 10000 o 11384 8 o 10000 -0 02184 
9 o 13000 o 09336 9 o 13000 -0 02041 
10 o 16000 o 07637 10 o 16000 -0 02020 
11 o 19000 o 06202 11 o 19000 -0 02009 
12 o 22000 o 04978 12 o 22000 -0 01960 
13 o 25000 o 03925 13 o 25000 -0 01852 
14 o 28000 o 03012 14 o 28000 -0 01677 
15 o 31000 o 02214 15 o 31000 -0 01438 
16 o 34000 o 01508 16 o 34000 -0 01137 
17 o 37000 o 00875 17 o 37000 -0 00780 
18 o 40000 o 00300 18 o 40000 -0 00377 
19 o 43000 -0 00233 19 o 43000 o 00065 
20 o 46000 -0 00733 20 o 46000 o 00537 
21 o 49000 -0 01212 21 o 49000 o 01030 
22 o 52000 -0 01676 22 o 52000 o 01537 
f\) 23 o 55000 -0 02130 23 o 55000 o 02049 co 
24 o 58000 -0 02580 24 o 58000 o 02558 
25 o 61000 -0 03026 25 o 61000 o 03056 
26 o 64000 -0 03469 26 o 64000 o 03538 
27 o 67000 -0 03905 27 o 67000 o 03997 
28 o 70000 -0 04333 28 o 70000 o 04427 
29 o 73000 -0 04745 29 o 73000 o 04823 
30 o 76000 -0 05134 30 o 76000 o 05181 
31 o 79000 -0 05492 31 o 79000 o 05496 
32 o 82000 -0 05806 32 o 82000 o 05765 
33 o 85000 -0 06065 33 o 85000 o 05986 
34 o 88000 -0 06252 34 o 88000 o 06157 
35 o 91000 -0 06352 35 o 91000 o 06275 
36 o 93500 -0 06356 36 o 93500 o 06334 
37 o 96000 -0 06274 37 o 96000 o 06356 
38 o 98000 -0 06139 38 o 98000 o 06348 
39 1 00000 -0 05935 39 1 00000 o 06316 
lAIRFOIL SURFACE SLOPES - UPPER SURFACE 
SPAN STATIONS/ETA 
XI 1/ 2/ 3/ 4/ 5/ 6/ 7/ 8/ 9/ 10/ 11/ 12/ 13/ 
INDEX -0 10 o 00 o 10 o 19 o 29 o 39 o 49 o 58 o 68 077 o 84 o 90 o 95 
1 o 005 o 314 o 314 o 314 o 314 o 314 o 314 o 314 o 314 o 314 o 314 o 314 o 314 o 314 
2 o 015 o 233 o 233 o 233 o 233 o 233 o 233 o 233 o 233 o 233 o 233 o 233 o 233 o 233 
3 o 025 o 203 o 203 o 203 o 203 o 203 o 203 o 203 o 203 o 203 o 203 o 203 o 203 o 203 
4 o 037 o 183 o 183 o 183 o 183 o 183 o 183 o 183 o 183 o 183 o 183 o 183 o 183 o 183 
5 o 049 o 168 o 168 o 168 o 168 o 168 o 168 o 168 o 168 o 168 o 168 o 168 o 168 o 168 
6 o 065 o 150 o 150 o 150 o 150 o 150 o 150 o 150 o 150 o 150 o 150 o 150 o 150 o 150 
7 o 084 o 130 o 130 o 130 o 130 o 130 o 130 o 130 o 130 o 130 o 130 o 130 o 130 o 130 
8 o 107 o 114 o 114 o 114 o 114 o 114 o 114 o 114 o 114 o 114 o 114 o 114 o 114 o 114 
9 o 132 o 093 o 093 o 093 o 093 o 093 o 093 o 093 o 093 o 093 o 093 o 093 o 093 o 093 
10 o 161 o 076 o 076 o 076 o 076 o 1376 13 1376 o 1376 o 076 13 1376 o 076 o 076 13 076 o 076 
11 o 1913 o 1362 13 1362 13 1362 13 1362 13 1362 13 1362 13 1362 13 1362 13 1362 13 1362 13 1362 13 1362 13 1362 
12 13 2213 13 13513 13 13513 13 13513 13 13513 13 13513 13 13513 13 13513 13 13513 13 esc 13 13513 13 13513 13 13513 13 0513 
13 13 2513 13 1339 13 1339 13 1339 13 1339 13 1339 13 1339 13 1339 13 1339 13 1339 13 1339 13 1339 13 1339 13 1339 
14 13 2813 13 13313 13 13313 13 13313 13 13313 13 13313 13 13313 13 13313 13 13313 13 13313 13 13313 13 13313 13 13313 13 13313 
15 13 3113 13 1322 13 1322 13 1322 13 1322 13 1322 13 1322 13 1322 13 1322 13 1322 13 1322 13 1322 131322 13 1322 
16 o 3413 13 1315 o 1315 o 1315 o 1315 o 1315 13 1315 13 1315 o 015 13 1315 o 015 13 1315 13 015 o 015 
17 o 3713 13 13139 13 13139 o 13139 o 13139 o 13139 13 13139 13 13139 o 0139 o 1309 13 13139 o 0139 13 009 13 009 
18 o 4013 13 13133 13 13133 13 0133 13 13133 13 13133 13 13133 13 0133 13 0133 o 1303 o 0133 o 13133 13 13133 o 003 
19 13 4313 -13 0132 -13 13132 -13 13132 -13 13132 -0 13132 -13 0132 -0 13132 -13 13132 -0 13132 -13 13132 -13 13132 -13 1302 -0 0132 
213 13 460 -13 0137 -0 007 -0 007 -0 0137 -13 0137 -0 0137 -0 0137 -0 0137 -13 13137 -13 13137 -13 13137 -13 13137 -0 0137 
21 o 4913 -13 1312 -0 1312 -13 1312 -13 1312 -13 1312 -0 1312 -13 1312 -13 1312 -13 1312 -13 1312 -13 1312 -13 1312 -13 012 22 13 5213 -13 1317 -13 1317 -13 1317 -13 1317 -13 1317 -13 1317 -0 1317 -13 017 -0 1317 -0 1317 -13 017 -13 017 -13 017 
23 13 550 -13 021 -13 1321 -13 1321 -13 1321 -0 1321 -13 1321 -13 021 -13 021 -0 1321 -0 1321 -0 1321 -13 1321 -0 021 24 13 5813 -13 1326 -0 026 -0 026 -0 026 -0 1326 -0 026 -13 026 -0 1326 -13 1326 -13 026 -0 1326 -13 026 -0 1326 25 o 610 -13 1330 -0 1330 -0 030 -13 030 -13 0313 -0 030 -0 1330 -0 13313 -0 030 -0 030 -0 030 -0 030 -0 0313 26 13 640 -13 035 -13 035 -13 1335 -13 1335 -13 035 -0 035 -0 035 -0 035 -13 1335 -0 1335 -13 1335 -0 1335 -13 035 27 13 6713 -13 039 -13 1339 -13 039 -0 1339 -13 1339 -13 1339 -13 1339 -13 1339 -13 1339 -13 039 -13 039 -13 1339 -13 1339 28 13 71313 -13 1343 -13 1343 -13 1343 -13 1343 -0 1343 -0 1343 -13 1343 -0 043 -13 043 -0 043 -13 1343 -13 043 -13 1343 29 o 730 -13 047 -13 047 -0 047 -13 047 -13 047 -13 1347 -13 1347 -13 1347 -13 1347 -13 047 -13 047 -0 047 -13 047 313 13 7613 -13 1351 -13 1351 -0 051 -0 1351 -0 1351 -13 1351 -0 051 -13 1351 -13 1351 -13 051 -13 051 -0 051 -13 1351 31 13 7913 -13 055 -0 055 -0 055 -0 1355 -0 055 -13 1355 -0 055 -13 055 -13 1355 -13 055 -0 1355 -13 055 -13 055 32 13 8213 -13 1358 -13 1358 -13 1358 -13 1358 -13 1358 -0 058 -13 1358 -13 1358 -13 058 -13 1358 -13 1358 -0 058 -13 1358 33 o 8513 -13 1361 -13 1361 -13 061 -13 1361 -13 1361 -0 1361 -13 1361 -13 1361 -13 1361 -13.1361 -13 1361 -0 1361 -0 061 34 13 879 -13 1363 -13 1363 -13 063 -13 063 -13 1363 -0 063 -13 1363 -0 1363 -13 063 -0 063 -13 1363 -13 1363 -13 1363 35 13 9137 -13 1364 -0 1364 -13 1364 -0 1364 -0 1364 -13 1364 -13 1364 -13 1364 -13 1364 -0 1364 -0 1364 -0 064 -13 1364 36 13 933 -13 1364 -13 1364 -13 1364 -13 1364 -13 1364 -13 1364 -13 1364 -13 1364 -13 064 -13 064 -13 1364 -13 1364 -13 1364 37 o 957 -13 1363 -0 1363 -0 063 -0 063 -0 1363 -13 1363 -13 1363 -13 1363 -13 1363 -13 1363 -13 1363 -13 1363 -0 063 38 13 979 -13 1361 -13 061 -13 061 -0 061 -0 1361 -13 061 -0 1361 -0 061 -0 061 -0 061 -0 061 -0 061 -0 1361 
N 39 1 000 -13 059 -0 1359 -13 059 -0 1359 -a 059 -13 1359 -0 059 -0 059 -0 059 -0 059 -0 059 -0 059 -a 1359 
\0 lAIRFOIL SURFACE SLOPES - LOWER SURFACE 
SPAN STATIONS/ETA 
XI 1/ 2/ 3/ 4/ 5/ 6/ 7/ I 8/ 9/ 10/ 11/ 12/ 13/ INDEX 
-13 10 o 00 o 10 o 19 13 29 o 39 o 491 o 58 o 68 1377 o 84 o 90 o 95 
1 o 1305 -13 277 -0 277 -0 277 -0 277 -0 277 -0 277 -13 27b -0 277 -13 277 -0 277 -0 277 -13 277 -0 277 
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------ ____ NNNNNNNN 
28 o 70a o ea2 o aa2 o 002 o ea2 a a02 o ea3 o 0a3 a aa3 o 003 o 0a3 o 003 a 003 o 004 
29 o 73a o ea2 o 002 o 002 o oa3 a a03 o aa3 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 004 o 004 
30 o 760 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 004 o 004 o 004 
31 o 790 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 003 0004 o 004 o 004 o 004 
32 o 820 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 003 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 0a4 o 004 o 004 
33 o 8sa 0004 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 004 
34 o 879 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 004 o 004 
35 o 907 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 004 
36 o 933 o 1305 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 
37 o 957 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 
38 o 979 o 006 o 006 o 006 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 
39 1 000 o 006 o 006 o 006 o 006 o 006 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 o 005 
lSLOPES FOR ALL GRID POINTS ON WING 
SPAN STATIONS/ETA 
10/ Xl 1/ 2/ 3/ 4/ 5/ 6/ 7/ 8/ 9/ 11/ 12/ 13/ INDEX 
-0 10 o 00 o 10 o 19 o 29 o 39 o 49 o 58 o 68 077 o 84 o 90 o 95 
1 o 005 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 2 o 015 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 3 o 025 o 1312 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 4 o 037 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 5 o 049 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 6 o 065 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 7 o 084 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 8 o 107 o 1312 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 9 o 132 o 1312 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 10 o 161 o 1312 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 1312 11 o 190 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 
lAl 12 o 220 o 1312 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 13 o 250 o 1312 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 14 o 280 o 1312 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 15 o 310 o 1312 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 16 o 340 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 17 o 370 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 01~ o 012 o 012 0.012 o 012 o 012 o 012 18 o 400 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 01~' o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 19 o 430 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 01'"' o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 20 o 460 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 01~' o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 21 o 490 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 22 o 520 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 23 o 550 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 24 o 580 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 25 o 610 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 26 o 640 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 27 o 670 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 28 o 700 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 29 o 730 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 30 o 760 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 31 o 790 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 32 o 820 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 33 o 850 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 34 o 879 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 35 o 907 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 36 o 933 o a12 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 37 o 957 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 38 o 979 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 39 1 000 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 o 012 lBOUNDARY CONDITION DATA 
PLANE OF SYMMETRY Y=0 
w 
I\) 
DOWNSTREAM BOUNDARY CONDITION STEADY 
(FREQUENCY = LOW) 
UPSTREAM BOUNDARY CONDITION FREESTREAM 
FARFIELD BOUNDARY CONDITION FREEJET 
VELOCITY AT LOWER BOUNDARY = 0 0 
VELOCITY AT UPPER BOUNDARY = 0 0 
JUMP CONDITION ACROSS WAKE UNSTEADY 
WIND TUNNEL WALLS NOT USED AS BOUNDARIES 
LIFTING SURFACE UNSTEADY 
ANGLES OF ATTACK 
RIGID ANGLE OF ATTACK (DEG) o 00000 
TWIST IN DEGREES 
SPAN = -0 097 0 000 0 097 0 195 0 292 0 389 0 487 0 584 0 678 0 766 0 841 0 902 0 951 
TWIST = 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 0 000 
REFERENCE AREA = 
MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD = 
MOMENT CENTER REFERENCE = 
REFERENCE CHORD = 
REFERENCE SPAN = 
MOMENT REFERENCE VARIABLE = 
PHYSICAL X GRID 
SPAN STATIONS/ETA 
XI 1/ 2/ 








o 10 o 19 
5/ 6/ 7/ I 8/ 9/ 10/ 
o 29 o 39 o 49 o 58 o 68 077 
1 -15 375 -15 000 -15 000 -15 000 -15 000 -15 00a -15 000 -15 000 -15 000 -15 000 -15 000 
2 -8 108 -8 012 -7 929 -7 842 -7 751 -7 655 -7 554 -7 445 -7 328 -7 205 -7 079 
3 -4 247 -4 264 -4 163 -4 059 -3 951 -3 839 -3 721 -3 596 -3 465 -3 329 -3 192 
4 -2 205 -2 262 -2 166 -2 068 -1 967 -1 863 -1 755 -1 643 -1 527 -1 408 -1 291 
5 -1 132 -1 201 -1 115 -1 027 -0 937 -0 846 -0 753 -0 657 -0 559 -0 460 -0 365 
6 -0 574 -0 644 -0 566 -0 488 -a 408 -0 328 -0 247 -0 164 -0 081 o 002 o 081 
7 -0 288 -0 357 -0 285 -0 213 -0 141 -0 068 o 005 o 078 o 152 o 225 o 294 
8 -0 145 -0 212 -0 144 -0 077 -0 009 o 059 o 127 o 195 o 263 o 330 o 393 
9 -0 076 -0 140 -0 075 -a 011 o 054 o 119 o 185 o 250 o 315 o 378 o 437 
10 -0 043 -0 106 -0 043 o 021 o 084 o 148 o 211 o 274 o 338 o 399 o 456 
11 -0 026 -0 088 -0 026 o 036 o 099 o 161 o 224 o 286 o 348 o 409 o 465 
12 -0 015 -0 077 -0 015 o 047 o 108 o 170 o 232 o 293 o 355 o 414 o 470 
13 -0 005 -0 066 -0 005 o 056 o 117 o 178 o 239 o 300 o 361 o 420 o 475 
14 a 005 -0 055 o 005 o 065 o 126 o 186 o 246 o 306 o 366 o 425 o 479 
15 o 015 -0 045 o 015 o 075 o 134 o 194 o 253 o 313 0372 o 430 o 484 
16 o 025 -0 033 o 025 o 084 o 143 a 202 o 261 o 320 o 378 o 435 o 489 
17 o 037 -0 022 o 037 o 095 o 153 o 211 o 269 o 327 o 385 o 441 o 494 
18 o 049 -0 008 o 049 o 107 o 164 o 221 o 278 o 335 o 392 o 448 o 500 
19 o 065 o 009 o 065 o 121 o 177 o 233 o 289 o 346 o 401 o 456 o 507 
20 o 084 o 029 o 084 o 139 o 194 o 248 o 303 o 358 o 413 o 466 o 515 
21 o 107 o 053 o 107 o 160 o 213 o 266 o 320 o 373 o 426 o 477 o 526 
22 o 132 o 081 o 132 o 184 o 235 o 287 o 338 o 390 o 441 o 491 o 537 
23 o 161 o 111 o 161 o 210 o 260 o 309 o 359 o 408 o 457 o 506 o 550 
24 o 190 o 143 o 190 o 238 o 285 o 333 o 380 o 427 o 475 o 521 o 564 
25 o 220 o 175 o 220 o 265 o 311 o 356 () 402 o 447 o 492 o 536 o 577 
26 o 250 o 207 o 250 o 293 o 337 o 380 o 423 o 467 o 510 o 552 o 591 
27 o 280 o 239 o 280 o 321 o 363 o 404 o 445 o 486 o 527 o 567 o 605 
28 o 310 o 271 o 310 o 349 o 388 o 428 o 467 o 506 o 545 o 583 o 618 
29 o 340 o 303 o 340 0377 o 414 o 451 o 488 o 526 o 562 o 598 o 632 
30 o 370 o 335 o 370 o 405 o 440 o 475 o 510 o 545 o 580 o 614 o 646 31 o 400 o 367 o 400 o 433 o 466 o 499 o 532 o 565 o 598 o 630 o 659 
32 o 430 o 399 o 430 o 461 o 492 o 523 o 554 o 584 o 615 o 645 o 673 
33 o 460 o 431 o 460 o 489 o 518 o 546 o 575 o 604 o 633 o 661 o 687 34 o 490 o 463 o 490 o 517 o 543 o 570 o 597 o 624 o 650 o 676 o 700 
35 o 520 o 495 o 520 o 545 o 569 o 594 o 619 o 643 o 668 o 692 o 714 36 o 550 o 527 o 550 o 573 o 595 o 618 o 640 o 663 o 685 o 707 o 728 37 o 580 o 560 o 580 o 600 o 621 o 641 o 662 o 682 o 703 o 723 o 741 
38 o 610 o 592 o 610 o 628 o 647 o 665 o 684 o 702 o 720 o 738 o 755 
39 o 640 o 624 o 640 o 656 o 673 o 689 o 705 o 722 o 738 o 754 o 769 
40 o 670 o 656 o 670 o 684 o 699 o 713 o 727 o 741 o 756 o 769 o 782 
SPAN STATIONS/ETA 
XI 11/ 12/ 13/ 14/ 15/ 16/ 17/ 18/ 19/ 20/ INDEX o 84 o 90 o 95 o 99 1 04 1 10 1 20 1 37 1 62 1 95 
1 -15 375 
-15 000 -15 000 -15 000 -15 000 -15 000 -15 000 -15 000 -15 000 -15 000 -15 000 
2 -8 108 -6 960 -6 855 -6 764 -6 685 -6 613 -6 542 -6 496 -6 473 -6 437 -6 391 
w 3 -4 247 -3 065 -2 956 -2 862 -2 782 -2 709 -2 636 -2 585 -2 552 -2 501 -2 437 w 4 -2 205 -1 184 -1 094 -1 018 -0 954 -0 895 -0 836 -0 790 -0 753 -0 695 -0 623 
5 -1 132 -0 280 -0 209 -0 151 -0 101 -0 056 -0 009 o 030 o 070 o 129 o 205 
6 -0 574 o 151 o 208 o 254 o 294 o 329 o 367 o 403 o 443 o 504 o 580 
7 -0 288 o 353 o 402 o 441 o 474 o 504 o 537 o 570 o 610 o 671 o 748 
8 -0 145 o 447 o 490 o 525 o 554 o 581 o 611 o 643 o 683 o 745 o 822 
9 -0 076 o 488 o 529 o 562 o 589 o 615 o 643 o 674 o 714 o 776 o 853 
10 -0 043 o 506 o 545 0577 o 604 o 628 o 656 o 687 o 727 o 788 o 866 
11 -0 026 o 514 o 553 o 584 o 610 o 634 o 661 0692 o 732 o 794 o 871 
12 -0 015 o 518 o 557 o 587 o 613 o 637 o 664 o 695 o 735 o 796 o 874 
13 -0 005 o 522 o 560 o 591 o 616 o 640 o 667 o 697 o 737 o 799 o 876 
14 o 005 o 526 o 564 o 594 o 619 o 643 o 669 o 700 o 740 o 801 o 878 
15 o 015 o 530 o 567 o 597 o 622 o 645 0672 o 702 o 742 o 804 o 881 16 o 025 o 534 o 571 o 600 o 625 o 648 o 674 o 705 o 745 o 806 o 883 
17 o 037 o 539 o 575 o 604 o 628 o 651 0677 o 707 o 748 o 809 o 886 
18 o 049 o 544 o 580 o 608 o 632 o 655 o 680 o 710 o 751 o 812 o 889 
19 o 065 o 550 o 585 o 613 o 637 o 659 o 684 o 714 o 754 o 816 o 893 
20 o 084 o 558 o 592 o 619 o 642 o 664 o 689 o 719 o 759 o 820 o 898 
21 o 107 o 567 o 600 o 627 o 649 o 670 o 695 o 724 o 765 o 826 o 903 
22 o 132 o 577 o 609 o 635 o 657 0677 o 701 o 731 o 771 o 832 o 909 
23 o 161 o 589 o 620 o 644 o 665 o 685 o 708 o 738 o 778 o 839 o 916 
24 o 190 o 601 o 630 o 654 o 674 o 693 o 716 o 745 o 785 o 846 o 923 
25 o 220 o 613 o 641 o 664 o 683 o 701 o 723 o 752 o 792 o 854 o 931 
26 o 250 o 625 o 652 o 673 o 692 o 710 o 731 o 759 o 799 o 861 o 938 
27 o 280 o 637 o 662 o 683 o 701 o 718 o 739 o 767 o 807 o 868 o 945 
28 o 310 o 649 o 673 o 693 o 709 o 726 o 746 o 774 o 814 o 875 o 953 
29 o 340 o 661 o 684 o 702 o 718 o 734 o 754 o 781 o 821 o 883 o 960 
30 o 370 o 673 o 695 o 712 o 727 o 742 o 761 o 788 o 829 o 890 o 967 
31 o 400 o 685 o 705 o 722 o 736 o 751 o 769 o 796 o 836 o 897 o 974 
32 o 430 o 697 o 716 o 732 o 745 o 759 o 777 o 803 o 843 o 905 o 982 
33 o 460 o 709 o 727 o 741 o 754 o 767 o 784 o 810 o 850 o 912 o 989 
34 o 490 o 721 o 738 o 751 o 763 o 775 o 792 o 818 o 858 o 919 o 996 
35 o 520 o 733 o 748 o 761 o 772 o 783 o 799 o 825 o 865 o 926 004 
36 o 550 o 745 o 759 o 770 o 781 o 792 a 807 o 832 o 872 o 934 011 
37 o 580 o 757 o 770 o 780 o 789 o 800 o 814 o 839 o 880 o 941 018 
38 o 6Hl o 769 o 781 o 790 o 798 o 808 o 822 o 847 o 887 o 948 026 
39 o 640 o 781 o 791 o 800 o 807 o 816 o 830 o 854 o 894 o 956 033 
40 o 670 o 793 o 802 o 809 o 816 o 824 o 837 o 861 o 901 o 963 040 
SPAN STATIONS/ETA 
XI 1/ 2/ 3/ 4/ 5/ 6/ 7/ 8/ 9/ 10/ 
INDEX -0 10 o 00 o 10 o 19 o 29 o 39 o 49 o 58 o 68 077 
41 o 700 o 688 o 700 o 712 o 724 o 737 o 749 o 761 o 773 o 785 o 796 
42 o 730 o 720 o 730 o 740 o 750 o 760 o 770 o 781 o 791 o 800 o 810 
43 o 760 o 752 o 760 o 768 o 776 o 784 o 792 o 800 o 808 o 816 o 823 
44 o 790 o 784 o 790 o 796 o 802 o 8138 o 814 o 820 o 826 o 832 o 837 
45 o 820 o 816 o 8213 o 824 o 828 a 832 o 836 o 839 o 843 o 847 o 851 
46 o 850 o 848 o 8513 o 851 o 853 o 855 o 857 o 859 o 861 o 862 o 864 
47 o 879 o 879 o 879 o 879 13 878 13 878 13 878 o 878 o 878 o 877 13877 
48 o 9137 o 9139 o 907 13 904 o 9132 13 91313 o 898 o 896 o 894 o 892 o 890 
49 o 933 13 937 o 933 o 929 13 925 o 921 o 917 o 913 o 909 o 9135 o 9132 
513 o 957 o 962 o 957 o 951 o 945 o 9413 o 934 o 929 o 923 o 918 o 913 
51 o 979 o 986 o 979 13972 13 965 13 958 o 950 o 943 o 936 o 929 13 923 
52 1 13130 1 13139 1 131313 o 991 o 983 o 974 o 966 o 957 o 949 o 940 o 933 
53 1 1322 1 1332 1 022 1 012 1 1302 o 992 o 982 o 971 o 961 o 952 13 943 
54 1 1352 1 1364 1 052 1 039 1 1327 1 015 1 003 13 991 13 979 o 967 o 956 
55 1 104 1 102 1 087 1 1373 1 058 1 044 1 029 1 015 1 0013 o 986 o 973 
56 1 2134 1 166 1 148 1 130 1 112 1 094 1 075 1 057 1 039 1 021 1 004 
57 1 395 1 289 1 265 1 241 1 217 1 193 1 168 1 144 1 119 1 1394 1 071 w 58 1 752 1 529 1 496 1 463 1 429 1 395 1 361 1 325 1 289 1 254 1 219 
.t= 
59 2 405 1 995 1 949 1 902 1 854 1 804 1 753 1 701 1 647 1 592 1 539 
60 3 575 2892 2 827 2 759 2 690 2 618 2 542 2 464 2 382 2 298 2 215 
61 5 646 4 595 4 506 4 414 4 317 4 216 4 110 3 997 3 878 3 753 3 628 
62 9 276 7 802 7 693 7 579 7 458 7 3313 7 194 7 04EI 6 892 6 726 6 557 
63 15 601 13 805 13 704 13 597 13 483 13 361 13 230 13 088 12 933 12 766 12 594 
64 26 575 25 0130 25 0013 25 000 25 1300 25 13013 25 000 25 00~' 25 000 25 000 25 0130 
SPAN STATIONS/ETA 
XI 11/ 12/ 13/ 14/ 15/ 16/ 17/ 18/ 19/ 20/ INDEX o 84 o 90 o 95 o 99 1 04 1 10 1 20 1 37 1 62 1 95 
41 o 700 o 805 o 813 o 819 o 825 o 833 o 845 o 869 o 909 o 970 047 
42 o 730 o 817 o 824 o 829 o 834 o 841 a 852 o 876 a 916 o 977 055 
43 o 760 o 829 o 834 o 839 a 843 o 849 o 860 o 883 o 923 o 985 062 
44 o 790 o 842 o 845 o 848 o 852 o 857 o 867 o 890 o 931 o 992 069 
45 o 820 o 854 o 856 o 858 o 861 o 865 o 875 o 898 o 938 o 999 077 
46 o 850 o 866 o 867 o 868 o 869 o 874 o 883 o 905 o 945 1 0137 084 
47 o 879 0877 0877 o 877 o 878 o 881 o 890 o 912 o 952 1 014 091 
48 o 907 o 888 o 887 o 886 o 886 o 889 o 897 o 919 o 959 1 020 098 
49 o 933 o 899 o 896 o 894 o 894 o 896 o 904 o 925 o 965 1 027 104 
50 o 957 o 908 o 905 o 902 o 901 a 903 o 910 o 931 o 971 1 033 110 
51 o 979 13 917 13 913 13 9139 13 9138 13 9139 a 915 a 936 13977 1 1338 115 
52 1 01313 a 926 o 921 o 916 0914 o 915 o 921 o 942 o 982 1 1343 120 
53 1 022 o 935 o 928 o 923 o 920 o 921 o 926 o 947 o 987 1 048 126 
54 1 052 a 947 o 939 o 933 o 929 o 929 o 934 o 954 o 994 1 056 133 
55 1 104 o 961 o 952 o 945 o 940 o 939 a 943 o 963 1 003 1 065 142 
56 1 204 o 990 o 978 o 968 o 962 o 959 o 962 o 982 1 022 1 1383 160 
57 1 395 1 051 1 035 1 022 1 012 1 007 1 007 1 025 1 065 1 127 204 
58 1 752 1 189 1 164 1 144 1 128 1 117 1 113 1 129 1 169 1 230 3137 
59 2 4135 1 491 1 451 1 417 1.391 1 3713 1 357 1 368 1 4138 1.469 1 546 
613 3 575 2 139 2 074 2 019 1 974 1 938 1 909 1 913 1 952 2 012 2 087 
61 5 646 3 512 3 411 3 325 3 253 3 192 3 139 3 130 3 168 3 226 3 298 
62 9 276 6 397 6 257 6 135 6 031 5 941 5 859 5 835 5 869 5 921 5 986 
63 15 601 12 428 12 281 12 151 12 039 11 9413 11 848 11 814 11 838 11 875 11 921 
64 26 575 25 131313 25 131313 25 01313 25 01313 25 13130 25 131313 25 131313 25 131313 25 01313 25 131313 
PLAN FORM COMPUTED FROM GDPLAN 
SPAN STATION ETA XLE XTE CHORD 
1 -0 13973 -a 136136 1 131386 1 13692 
2 a 13131313 o 13131313 1 13131313 1 1301313 
3 a 13973 o 06136 o 9914 a 93138 
4 a 1947 o 1213 a 9829 a 8616 
5 a 29213 a 1819 o 9743 a 7924 
6 o 3894 o 2425 o 9657 a 7232 
7 a 4867 o 31331 a 9571 a 65413 
8 a 5835 o 3634 a 9486 a 5852 
9 a 67813 o 4223 o 94133 a 51813 
113 a 7659 a 47713 a 9326 a 4555 
11 a 8415 a 5241 a 9259 a 41318 
12 a 91322 a 5619 a 92136 a 3586 
13 a 9508 o 5922 o 9163 a 3241 
14 a 9938 a 6176 o 9139 a 2964 
15 1 13394 o 6413 o 9146 a 2733 
16 1 113132 a 6679 a 92135 a 2527 
17 1 1988 o 6985 a 9415 a 2431 
18 1 3669 o 7386 o 9817 a 2431 
19 1 6238 o 813131 1 13431 a 2431 
213 1 9468 a 8773 1 12133 a 2431 
w TOTAL AREA IN USERS UNITS = a 62632 
U1 
••••••••••••••••• Note Results for cycle 1 ond 2 ore skipped ••••••••••••••••• 
CYCLE = .3 
OURIER COEFFICIENTS FOR UPPER SURFACE PRESSURES CONSTANT TERM CA0) 
SPAN STATIONS/ETA 
12/ 13/ XI 1/ 2/ 3/ 4/ 5/ 6/ 7/ 8/ 9/ 10/ 11/ 
INDEX -0 10 o 00 o 10 o 19 o 29 o 39 o 49 o 58 o 68 o 77 o 84 o 90 o 95 
1 o 005 2 838 o 717 o 541 o 522 o 514 o 505 o 494 o 481 o 467 o 450 o 430 o 404 o 324 
2 o 1315 2 492 13 534 13 393 13 374 13 364 13 356 13 348 13 339 13 329 o 317 13 303 13 279 o 192 
3 o 1325 1 881 13 382 13 274 o 252 13 241 13 233 o 226 o 218 o 211 13 2133 o 193 13 169 o 076 
4 13 13.37 1 153 o 2813 o 196 13 171 13 158 13 148 o 140 o 132 o 125 o 117 o 1137 o 1381 -0 016 
5 13 1349 o 728 13 2134 13 130 13 1134 13 1388 o 077 13 1367 o 1358 o 050 13 042 13 1331 o 131313 -0 1398 
6 13 065 13 495 13 137 13 0713 o 1342 o 1325 13 012 o 1301 -0 0139 -0 1318 -0 028 -13 1341 -13 1378 -0 172 
7 o 1384 13 314 o 1381 o 1319 -0 13113 -13 1329 -0 044 -0 056 -0 1367 -0 1377 -13 089 -0 1136 -13 149 -13 232 
8 o 107 13 196 13 029 -0 029 -0 1359 -0 13813 -13 096 -13 1139 -0 121 -13 133 -0 146 -13 169 -13 217 -0 278 
9 o 1.32 13 110 -0 1319 -0 071 -0 1132 -0 123 -0 1413 -13 154 -13 167 -13 1813 -13 196 -0 223 -0 272 -0 309 Ie 13 161 o 1326 -0 1356 -0 1131 -0 131 -13 152 -0 170 -0 185 -13 199 -13 214 -13 232 -13 263 -13 307 -0 321 
11 13 1913 -0 1329 -0 086 -0 126 -13 154 -13 175 -13 193 -13 209 -0 223 -13 239 -13 260 -13 292 -13 3313 -0 322 
12 13 2213 -0 1368 -0 111 -0 146 -0 172 -13 193 -13 211 -13 226 -0 241 -0 258 -0 281 -0 315 -13 343 -0 314 
13 13 250 -0 1013 -0 132 -0 163 -0 187 -0 2137 -0 224 -13 2413 -13 255 -0 273 -13 298 -0 331 -0 347 -0 301 
14 o 280 -0 126 -0 150 -0 177 -0 199 -0 218 -0 235 -0 250 -0 266 -0 285 -13 312 -0 341 -0 343 -0 283 
15 o 310 -0 147 -0 166 -0 189 -0 209 -0 227 -0 243 -0 258 -0 274 -0 295 -0 322 -0 345 -0 331 -0 263 
16 o 340 -13 165 -0 179 -0 199 -0 218 -0 234 -0 249 -0 264 -0 281 -0 302 -0 328 -0 342 -0 313 -0 241 
17 o 370 -0 180 -0 191 -0 208 -0 225 -0 240 -0 255 -0 270 -0 287 -0 308 -0 3313 -0 333 -0 289 -0 220 
18 o 400 -0 192 -0 202 -0 217 -0 231 -0 246 -0 259 -0 274 -0 291 -0 311 -0 328 -0 317 -0 262 -0 200 
19 o 430 -13 204 -0 211 -0 224 -0 237 -0 250 -0 263 -0 277 -0 294 -0 312 -0 321 -0 294 -0 234 -0 182 
20 o 460 -0 213 -0 220 -0 231 -0 243 -0 254 -0 266 -0 280 -0 295 -0 310 -0 308 -0 266 -0 208 -0 169 
21 o 490 -0 222 -0 227 -0 237 -0 247 -0 257 -0 268 -0 281 -0 294 -0 303 -0 287 -0 233 -0 187 -0 158 
LV 22 o 520 -0 230 -0 234 -0 241 -0 250 -0 259 -0 269 -0 280 -0 290 -0 290 -0 257 -0 201 -0 172 -13 149 
0"1 23 o 550 -0 236 -13 238 -13 244 -0 251 -0 259 -0 267 -0 275 -0 280 -0 265 -0 216 -0 177 -0 162 -0 142 
24 o 580 -0 241 -0 241 -0 245 -0 249 -0 255 -0 261 -0 264 -0 258 -0 225 -0 178 -0 163 -0 154 -0 134 
25 o 610 -0 242 -0 240 -0 241 -0 243 -0 245 -0 245 -0 239 -0 216 -0 176 -13 156 -0 154 -0 145 -0 125 
26 o 640 -0 238 -0 232 -0 229 -0 226 -0 221 -0 212 -0 192 -0 164 -0 145 -0 146 -0 144 -0 134 -0.115 
27 o 670 -0 222 -0 211 -0 201 -0 190 -0 178 -0 162 -0 144 -0 133 -0 134 -0 135 -0 131 -0 122 -0 104 
28 o 700 -0 190 -0 172 -0 157 -0 145 -0 134 -0 124 -0 119 -0 119 -0 120 -0 119 -13 115 -0 107 -0 1392 
29 o 730 -0 150 -0 131 -0 119 -0 112 -0 107 -0 104 -0 102 -0 101 -0 100 -0 099 -0 097 -13 091 -0 1379 
30 o 760 -0 111 -0 099 -0 092 -0 088 -0 084 -0 082 -0 080 -0 078 -0 078 -0 077 -0 076 -0 073 -0 064 
31 o 790 -0 078 -0 069 -0 064 -0 061 -0 1358 -0 056 -0 054 -0 053 -13 052 -0 052 -0 053 -0 1352 -13 047 
32 o 820 -0 044 -0 1338 -0 1334 -0 031 -0 029 -13 027 -0 026 -13 1325 -0 024 -0 1325 -0 1327 -0 029 -13 1329 
33 o 850 -0 13138 -0 1304 -0 0132 o 13130 13 002 o 0134 13 005 o 1306 o 1306 13 004 13 1301 -13 13134 -13 1308 
34 13 879 o 030 13 031 o 032 o 033 o 1335 o 036 13 037 13 038 13 038 o 036 13 1332 o 024 o 014 
35 o 907 o 069 o 1366 o 066 o 067 13 068 o 1370 o 071 o 1371 o 071 o 069 o 1364 13 1355 o 039 
36 o 933 o 109 o 102 13 101 o 102 13 103 o 104 o 105 o 106 o 105 o 103 13 098 o 088 o 067 
37 o 957 o 153 o 140 o 138 o 139 o 140 o 141 o 142 o 142 o 142 o 140 o 135 o 124 o 099 
38 o 979 o 208 o 185 o 182 o 183 o 184 o 186 o 186 o 187 o 187 o 185 o 180 o 168 o 141 
39 1 000 o 315 o 263 o 260 o 2613 13 261 o 261 o 261 o 260 13 258 o 255 13 248 o 236 o 208 
FOURIER COEFFICIENTS FOR UPPER SURFACE PRESSURES AI TERM 
CYCLE = 3 
SPAN STATIONS/ETA 
11/ 12/ 13/ XI 1/ 2/ 3/ 4/ 5/ 6/ 7/ 8/ 9/ 10/ INDEX -0 10 o 1313 o 10 o 19 a 29 13 39 a 49 o 58 o 68 1377 o 84 a 913 a 95 
1 o 0135 -a 13313 -a 1321 -a 1326 -a 1331 -a 035 -a 1338 -a 1341 -0 1344 -0 046 -a 1348 -0 049 -0 1349 -a 045 2 a 015 -0 1342 -0 018 -0 022 -0 1327 -a 030 -0 033 -0 036 -0 039 -0 042 -0 044 -0 046 -a 046 -0 042 3 o 025 -0 043 -0 016 -0 1319 -0 023 -0 026 -a 029 -0 032 -0 035 -0 038 -0 041 -0 042 -0 043 -0 039 4 o 1337 -0 033 -0 014 -0 017 -0 020 -0 023 -0 026 -0 028 -0 1331 -0 035 -a 037 -a 039 -0 040 -0 035 5 a 049 -0 025 -0 013 -0 015 -a 1318 -0 0213 -0 1323 -a 026 -0 1329 -0 032 -0 1334 -a 036 -13 037 -0 1333 6 a 065 -a 1320 -a 1312 -a 1313 -a 1316 -0 018 -a 1321 -a 1323 -a 1326 -0 029 -a 032 -a 034 -a 1335 -0 030 
7 o 1384 -0 016 -0 011 -0 012 -a 1314 -0 016 -0 019 -0 021 -0 024 -13 1327 -0 030 -a 032 -a 033 -a 026 8 o 107 -0 014 -0 010 -0 011 -a 1313 -0 015 -a 017 -a 0213 -0 023 -0 026 -0 029 -0 031 -0 031 -0 023 9 o 132 -0 012 -0 0113 -a 1310 -0 012 -0 1314 -0 016 -0 019 -a 022 -0 025 -a 028 -0 029 -0 027 -0 021 10 o 161 -0 011 -0 009 -0 009 -0 010 -a 012 -0 015 -0 018 -0 1321 -0 024 -0 026 -0 027 -0 025 -a 019 11 o 190 -0 010 -0 0138 -0 1308 -0 13139 -a 011 -a 014 -0 016 -a 1319 -0 1322 -a 1324 -0 1325 -a 024 -a 017 12 o 2213 -a 011 -a 13137 -a 13136 -0 13138 -a ala -a 1312 -a 015 -a 1318 -0 13213 -a 022 -0 1324 -a 022 -a 014 13 o 2513 -a 0139 -a 13136 -0 13136 -a 13137 -a 13139 -a 1312 -a 1314 -0 1317 -0 13213 -a 1322 -0 1323 -a 13213 -a 011 14 o 2813 -a 0136 -a 13136 -a 13137 -a 13138 -a 1310 -a 1313 -a 015 -a 018 -0 1321 -a 023 -a 024 -a 019 -a 1308 15 13 3113 -a 13136 -a 1306 -a 007 -a 13139 -a 011 -a 014 -0 016 -0 1319 -0 1322 -0 024 -a 1324 -a 1316 -0 002 16 o 3413 -0 13137 -a 007 -0 008 -0 010 -a 012 -a 015 -0 1318 -a 021 -0 023 -a 025 -0 023 -0 010 a 005 17 o 370 -0 007 -0 13138 -0 0139 -0 011 -a 014 -a 016 -0 019 -a 022 -0 025 -0 026 -0 019 a 001 o 014 
18 o 4013 -a 1308 -0 1309 -a ala -0 1313 -a 015 -a 1319 -a 021 -0 024 -13 1326 -0 1324 -0 009 a 016 a 021 
19 13 4313 -0 0139 -0 1310 -0 1312 -0 015 -0 018 -0 021 -0 024 -a 025 -0 025 -a 017 13 13138 13 13313 a 1323 20 o 4613 -a 011 -0 012 -0 015 -a 018 -0 021 -a 023 -0 025 -0 025 -0 020 -13 002 13 031 o 039 13 1322 21 13 4913 -a 013 -a 015 -a 018 -a 021 -0 023 -a 024 -0 024 -0 020 -0 0138 o 022 o 050 a 038 o 019 
22 a 520 -0 016 -0 018 -0 021 -0 023 -0 024 -0 022 -0 018 -0 008 o 015 o 051 o 055 o 031 o 016 
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25 o 610 -0 017 -a 014 -0 009 o 0131 o 014 o 032 o 055 o 075 o 1368 o 0413 o 025 o 1316 a 010 
26 o 640 -a 13135 a 13133 o 014 o 029 o 047 o 064 o 075 o 1369 o 046 a 030 a 021 o 015 o 0139 
27 o 670 o 017 a 031 o 046 o 1359 o 068 a 070 o 063 o 046 o 1334 o 025 o 019 o 013 o 0138 28 o 7130 o 040 a 053 a 1360 o 063 o 060 o 053 o 044 o 036 o 029 o 022 o 017 o 012 o 13138 
29 o 730 o 1352 o 1354 o 052 o 1349 o 045 o 041 o 036 o 0313 o 025 a 020 o 016 o 012 o 007 
313 o 760 a 1348 o 045 o 042 o 040 o 037 o 034 o 031 13 027 o 1322 o 018 o 1315 o 011 o 007 
31 o 790 o 040 o 038 o 1336 o 035 o 032 o 030 o 027 o 024 o 021 o 017 o 014 o 010 o 007 
32 o 820 o 034 a 1333 o 032 a 031 o 029 o 027 o 025 o 1322 o 019 o 016 o 013 o 0113 o 1307 
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FOURIER COEFFICIENTS FOR UPPER SURFACE PRESSURES 81 TERM 
CYCLE = 3 
SPAN STATIONS/ETA 
13/ XI 1/ 2/ 3/ 4/ 5/ 6/ 7/ 8/ 9/ 10/ 11/ 12/ 
INDEX -0 10 o 00 o 10 o 19 o 29 o 39 o 49 o 58 o 68 077 o 84 o 90 o 95 
1 o 005 o 041 o 037 o 047 o 054 o 059 o 063 o 066 o 070 o 073 o 077 o 080 o 082 o 079 
2 o 015 o 066 o 033 o 041 o 047 o 051 o 055 o 059 o 063 o 067 o 071 o 074 o 077 o 073 
3 o 025 o 072 o 030 o 035 o 041 o 045 o 049 o 053 o 056 o 061 o 065 o 069 o 072 o 067 
4 o 037 o 058 o 027 o 032 o 036 o 040 0044 o 047 o 051 o 055 o 060 o 064 o 067 o 061 
5 o 049 o 044 o 025 o 029 o 033 o 036 o 040 o 043 o 047 o 051 o 055 o 059 o 062 o 055 6 o 065 o 035 o 023 o 027 o 030 o 033 o 036 o 040 o 043 o 047 o 051 o 055 o 059 o 050 7 o 084 o 030 o 022 o 025 o 028 o 031 o 034 o 037 o 040 o 044 o 048 o 052 o 056 o 043 
8 o 107 o 027 o 021 o 023 o 026 o 029 o 031 o 034 o 038 o 042 o 046 o 051 o 051 o 037 9 o 132 o 024 o 021 o 022 o 025 o 027 o 030 o 033 o 036 o 040 o 045 o 048 o 046 o 034 10 o 161 o 023 o 020 o 021 o 023 o 026 o 028 o 031 o 035 o 038 o 042 o 044 o 043 o 032 11 o 190 o 022 o 020 o 021 o 022 o 024 o 027 o 030 o 033 o 037 o 040 o 043 o 042 o 032 
12 o 220 o 021 o 019 o 020 o 022 o 024 o 026 o 029 o 032 o 035 o 039 o 042 o 042 o 032 13 o 250 o 020 o 019 o 020 o 021 o 023 o 025 o 028 o 031 o 035 o 039 o 043 o 044 o 034 14 o 280 o 020 o 019 o 019 o 021 o 022 o 024 o 027 o 031 o 035 o 040 o 046 o 047 o 036 
15 o 310 o 020 o 019 o 019 o 020 o 022 o 024 o 028 o 032 o 037 o 043 o 050 o 052 o 038 16 o 340 o 019 o 019 o 019 o 020 o 022 o 025 o 029 o 033 o 039 o 047 o 057 o 057 o 037 
17 o 370 o 019 o 019 o 019 o 021 o 023 o 026 o 030 o 036 o 044 o 055 o 066 o 060 o 032 
18 o 400 o 019 o 019 o 020 o 021 o 024 o 028 o 034 o 041 o 051 o 066 o 076 o 057 o 023 19 o 430 o 019 o 020 o 021 o 023 o 027 o 032 o 039 o 048 o 062 o 080 o 081 o 044 o 012 
20 o 460 o 020 o 021 o 023 o 026 o 032 o 038 o 047 o 060 o 077 o 092 o 073 o 025 o 004 
21 o 490 o 022 o 024 o 027 o 032 o 039 o 048 o 059 o 074 o 092 o 096 o 049 o 006 -0 001 
22 o 520 o 025 o 029 o 034 o 041 o 050 o 061 o 075 o 091 o 103 o 080 o 015 -0 005 -0 003 
w 23 o 550 o 032 o 037 o 045 o 054 o 065 o 078 o 091 o 104 o 098 o 039 -0 008 -0 007 -0 003 \0 24 o 580 o 042 o 050 o 060 o 071 o 082 o 094 o 104 o 103 o 062 -0 005 -0 013 -0 006 -0 002 
25 o 6Hl o 056 o 066 o 077 o 088 o 097 o 103 o 098 o 066 o 005 -0 020 -0 010 -0 003 -0 001 
26 o 640 0072 o 082 o 091 o 096 o 094 o 082 o 052 o 006 -0 022 -0 014 -0 006 -0 002 o 000 
27 o 670 o 080 o 085 o 082 o 072 o 053 o 028 -0 001 -0 020 -0 015 -0 008 -0 003 -0 001 o 000 
28 o 700 o 066 o 056 o 042 o 025 o 008 -0 007 -0 013 -0 012 -0 008 -0 004 -0 002 o 000 o 000 
29 o 730 o 037 o 022 o 010 o 003 -0 002 -0 005 -0 007 -0 006 -0 005 -0 003 -0 001 o 000 o 000 
30 o 760 o 014 o 008 o 005 o 002 o 000 -0 002 -0 003 -0 004 -0 003 -0 002 -0 001 o 000 o 001 31 o 790 o 005 o 005 o 003 o 002 o 000 -0 001 -0 002 -0 002 -0 002 -0 001 o 000 o 000 o 001 
32 o 820 o 003 o 003 o 002 o 001 o 000 o 000 -0 001 -0 001 -0 001 -0 001 o 000 o 000 o 001 
33 o 850 o 002 o 002 o 002 o 001 o 000 o 000 -0 001 -0 001 -0 001 -0 001 o 000 o 000 o 000 34 o 879 o 001 o 001 o 001 o 001 o 000 o 000 o 000 -0 001 -0 001 -0 001 -0 001 o 000 o 1300 35 o 907 o 001 o 001 o 001 o 001 o 000 o 000 o 000 o 000 o 000 o 000 -0 001 -0 001 o 000 36 o 933 o 001 o 001 o 001 o 001 o 001 o 000 o 000 o 000 o 000 o 000 -0 001 -0 001 -0 001 37 o 957 o 001 o 001 o 001 o 001 o 001 o 000 o 000, o 000 o 000 o 000 -0 001 -0 002 -0 003 38 o 979 o 001 o 001 o 001 o 001 o 001 o '101 o 0001 o 000 o 000 o 000 -0 001 -0 002 -0 005 39 1 000 o 001 o 001 o 001 o 1301 o 001 o (l01 o 0011 13 0131 13 0013 o 0013 -13 eel -0 003 -0 1309 
FOURIER COEFFICIENTS FOR UPPER SURFACE PRESSURES 82 TERM 
CYCLE = 3 
SPAN STATIONS/ETA 
XI 1/ 2/ 3/ 4/ 5/ 6/ 7/ 8/ 9/ 113/ 11/ '2/ 13/ 
INDEX -13 113 13 1313 13 113 13 19 13 29 13 39 13 49 13 58 13 68 1377 13 84 13 913 13 95 
, 13 13135 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 eel 13 1313' 13 1313' 13 eel 13 eel 13 13132 13 13132 13 eel 13 1313' 13 131313 
2 13 1315 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 eel 13 eel 13 1313' 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 131313 
3 13 1325 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 131313 13 131313 
4 13 1337 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 131313 13 131313 -13 eel 
5 13 1349 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 -13 eel 
6 13 1365 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 -13 eel -13 13132 
7 13 1384 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 -13 eel -13 13133 
8 13 1137 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 -13 eel -13 13133 -13 13133 
9 13 132 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 131313 13 131313 -13 eel -13 13132 -13 13134 -13 13133 
113 13 161 13 131313 13 131313 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 131313 -13 eel -13 13132 -13 13133 -13 13133 -13 13133 
11 13 1913 13 131313 13 131313 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 131313 13 131313 -13 eel -13 13133 -13 13134 -13 13134 -13 13133 
12 13 2213 13 131313 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 131313 13 131313 -13 eel -13 13132 -13 13133 -13 13135 -13 13135 -13 13132 
13 13 2513 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 131313 13 131313 -13 eel -13 13133 -13 13135 -13 13136 -13 13135 13 131313 
14 13 2813 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 131313 13 131313 -13 eel -13 13132 -13 13134 -13 13137 -13 13138 -13 13135 13 13132 
15 13 3113 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 131313 13 131313 -13 13132 -13 13134 -13 13136 -13 13139 -13 13138 -13 13132 13 13137 
16 13 3413 13 eel 13 eel 13 eel 13 131313 13 131313 -13 eel -13 13133 -13 13136 -13 13139 -13 ell -13 13137 13 13134 13 ell 
17 13 3713 13 eel 13 eel 13 131313 13 131313 -13 eel -13 13133 -13 13135 -13 13139 -13 1312 -13 1312 -13 13132 13 1312 13 1313 
18 13 41313 13 eel 13 131313 13 131313 -13 eel -13 13132 -13 13135 -13 13139 -13 1313 -13 1314 -13 13139 13 13139 13 1319 13 ell 
19 13 4313 13 131313 13 131313 -13 eel -13 13133 -13 13135 -13 13139 -13 1313 -13 1316 -13 1313 13 13132 13 1322 13 1319 13 13137 
213 13 4613 -13 eel -13 eel -13 13133 -13 13136 -13 13113 -13 1314 -13 1316 -13 1315 -13 13134 13 1319 13 1328 13 ell 13 13133 
21 13 4913 -13 13132 -13 13134 -13 13137 -13 13113 -13 1314 -13 017 -13 015 -0 13136 13 1314 o 1334 13 019 13 0133 13 1300 
22 13 5213 -13 13135 -13 13137 -13 ell -13 1315 -13 1316 -13 1314 -13 13135 13 1312 o 1334 13 031 13 004 -0 0131 -0 0131 
.t= 23 13 5513 -13 13138 -13 ell -13 1314 -13 1314 -13 ell -13 eel 13 014 13 1333 13 1337 13 13138 -13 13133 -13 13132 -13 1301 a 24 13 5813 -13 13113 -13 1312 -13 13113 -13 13135 13 13136 13 13213 13 1334 13 1337 13 1312 -13 13136 -0 13133 -13 13132 -13 eel 
25 13 6113 -13 13137 -13 13134 13 13134 13 1314 13 1325 13 1333 13 13313 13 13139 -13 13138 -13 13135 -13 13133 -13 13132 -13 eel 
26 13 6413 13 13133 13 ell 13 13213 a a25 a 1324 13 1316 a eal -13 ae9 -a 13136 -13 aa4 -a ea2 -a ae2 -a eel 
27 a 6713 13 13113 13 1315 13 1314 13 13139 13 a131 -a 13136 -13 13113 -13 13135 -13 a133 -13 ae3 -a a132 -a eel -a eel 
28 13 71313 13 13139 13 13133 -13 13132 -13 13136 -13 13137 -13 13135 -13 13133 -13 13133 -13 13133 -13 13132 -13 ea2 -13 eel -13 a131 
29 13 73a 13 13132 -0 13133 -a 13134 -a ea3 -13 13132 -13 13132 -13 13132 -13 13132 -13 ae2 -13 aa2 -a eel -13 eel -a eal 
313 13 7613 -13 13132 -13 eel -13 ael -13 eel -13 eel -13 eel -13 eel -13 eel -13 eal -13 eel -13 eal -13 eel 13 131313 
31 13 7913 13 01313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 -13 eel -13 eel -13 eel -13 eel -13 eel -13 eal -13 eel 13 131313 
32 13 8213 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 -13 eel -13 eel -13 eel -13 eel -13 ael -13 eel 13 131313 
33 13 8513 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 -13 eel -13 ael -13 eel -13 eel -13 eel 13 131313 13 ea13 
34 13 879 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 -13 eel -13 eel -13 eel 13 131313 13 13130 13 131313 
35 13 9137 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 o 131313 13 131313 13 131313 o 131313 13 131313 
36 13 933 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 13130 o 131313 13 131313 13 13130 
37 13 957 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 o 131313 o 131313 13 131313 13 131313 
38 13 979 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 
39 1 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 131313 13 aee 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••• Note ATRAN3S prints similar output for lower surface pressures •••• 
••• and pressure differences The corresponding results for •••• 




~AGNITUDES AND PHASE ANGLES FOR LIFT AND MO~ENT COEFFICIENTS 
CYCLE = 3 
SPAN STATIONS/ETA 
XI 1/ 2/ 3/ 
INDEX -0 10 0 00 0 10 





















o 00000 0 05040 0 04924 0 04786 0 04597 0 04353 0 04050 0 03679 0 03237 0 02732 0 02187 0 01616 0 00971 
PHASE ANGLE OF LIFT COEFFICIENTS 
o 00 170 08 169 99 170 45 171 07 171 76 172 45 173 10 173 64 173 99 174 02 173 44 171 22 
MAGNITUDE OF MOMENT COEFFICIENTS 
o 00000 0 00963 0 00908 0 00850 0 00782 0 00706 0 00624 0 00538 0 00449 0 00361 0 00278 0 00200 0.00116 
PHASE ANGLE OF MOMENT COEFFICIENTS 
o 00 254 57 250 25 245 86 241 59 237 26 232 70 227 79 222 53 217 24 212 34 208 16 204 54 
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Figure 1.- Wlng planform transformatlon. 
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Flgure 2.- Computational mesh (64 x 20): ~-n plane. 
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Figure 4.- Planform of the F-5 wIng: aspect ratio = 2.98, taper ratio = 0.31, 
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Figure 5.- PhysIcal mesh (64 x 20) in x-y plane: conventional shearIng 
transformation. 
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F5 WING (CLEAN), Moo= 0.90, a = 0° 
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UPPER SURFACE} NLR 
LOWER SURFACE EXPERIMENT 
-- ATRAN3S, AT = 0.01 
NEW TRANSFORMATION 
2000 TIME STEPS 
- - - XTRAN3S, AT = 0.001 
4000 TIME STEPS 
x/c 
Figure 7.- Effect of transformation on steady pressures: clean F-5 wing, 
Mm = 0.90, a = 0°. 
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F5WING 
AR = 2.98 
TR = 0.31 
Moo = 0.90 
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Figure 8.- Comparlson of steady pressures between theory and experiment for F-5 











Figure 9.- Unsteady modal motion of the F-5 wing. 
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F5WING 
AR = 2.98 
TR = 0.31 
Moo = 0.90 
a = 0° 
t = 40 Hz 
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Figure 10.- Comparison of unsteady upper-surface pressures on F-5 wing from theory 
and exper1ment: aspect ratIo = 2.98, taper ratlo = 0.31, Moo = 0.90, a = 0°, 
t = 40 Hz. 
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